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As the Cowboy Champions rode up the street it was, easy to tell that Kansas City had heard about

them. Both sidewalks were crowded with enthusiastic spe<:tators. "Hurrah for Young
Wild West! " shouted a man. The cheer that went up was deafening.
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Young ·Wild West's Cowboy Champions
-OR-

TH£ TRIP TO KANSAS CITY
By . AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER I.
A BIG WAGER.

· Young Wild West and his two partners, Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart, were seated on the porch of a Denver
hotel one morning in November a few years ago enjoying
a sun bath. The cool, crisp air of the mountains had
brought a ruddy glow to their cheeks and their eyes sparkled
as the eyes of .only mortals in perfect health and training
can.
The handsome, athletic boy of twenty, who had won the
title of Champion Deadshot of the West, and who bore
the nickname of the Prince of the Saddle, brushed back his
long chestnut hair and looked curiously at a tall, businesslike man in corduroy suit, high top-boots and Mexican
sombrero as he came up and exclaimed:
"I want to see Young Wild West!"
"Well, sir, you are looking right at him," the hero of
many thrilling adventures and hairbreadth escapes answered.
"Are you· Young Wild West?" and the stranger shifted
the riding-whip he carried to his left hand and wiped his
rather red nose with a flaming red silk handkerchief.
"That's just who I am. What can I do for you, sir?"
"Well, I reckon you kin do a whole lot, if you will."
The words were spoken earnestly.
"Just tell me and I'll soon let you know whether I will
do it or not."
"Say, I like your looks, Young Wild West! I sorter
had an idee that you was older than what you are, but that
don't make no difference! You're all wool an' a yard wide,
an' I kin see it stickin' right out of you! I've heard enough
about you to feel satisfied that you're ther feller I want.
But before we go any further give me a chaw of tobacker!"
"I can't oblige you, since I don't chew tobacco; but I
guess one of my partners will accommodate you."
"I reckon I'm ther hairpin as kin satisfy your wants,
stranger," spoke up the tall, straight-looking man with the
long black hair and drooping mustache who was sitting close
to where Young Wild West was standing. "Here you are!
Help yourself!"
He handed over a plug of black-looking tobacco, and
the face of the stranger lit up.
"Thankee!" he said, when he had taken a good-sized
bite. "Now I'll be able to talk business."
Young Wild West sat down, and, moving a chair up close
to him, the ftranger followed his example.
· "You see, it's this way," he began. "I've got a hundred
head of prize cattle here in Denver, an' I've agreed to deliver 'em in Kansas City without puttin' 'em on a car.
They've got to be drove ther whole distance, which is
il-bout six hundred miles, or thereab011.ts, an' they've got to
be in good shape when they git there. I want a dozen cowboys, every one of which must be a real champeen at his

business, an' a leader to land them cattle in Kansas City
"'.ithout losin' five per cent. of 'em. I've bet ten thousand
dollars that ther thing kin be did, an' now I'm lookin' for
ther men to do it."
"Is there a specified time to . do it in?" asked our hero,
who seemed to be quite interested in what the man said.
"They've got to be in Kansas City by Christmas."
"Ah! Well, Christmas is just thirty-five days off. I guess
we can do the thing for you, Mr.--"
"Steve Davenport is my name," said the man. "I'm one
of ther richest cattle raisers in ,Clorado, too, an' I'm willin'
to spend ther amount of ther bet just to win it. Is it a
go, Young Wild West?"
"Yes."
"Good! Here's your retainer. I knows I kin trust yer
jest from lookin' at you. But I was recommended to you
by so many people that I never doubted I could afore I
clapped my two lamps on you. You're ther real stuff,
Young Wild West! There's five thousand dollars .in that
roll. Now, fetch along your cowboy champeens an' git to
world"
"Boys," said Y9ung Wild West, addressing his partners,
"a trip to Kansas City will just be the thing for us, I
think. We'll land that herd of cattle there or I'll know
the reason why!"
"Whoop!" yelled the cattleman, taking off his hat.
"Where's ther galoot as says I won't win that ten thousand dollars? Show him to me, somebody!"
"Here I am!" said a voice, and out of the door popped
a short, thick-set man in a flashy suit of clothes.
"Ha! So you are so sure that you'll win that you want
to bet more, eh, Dean Ketch?"
"I'm a dead game sport, Steve Davenport, and you know
it," was the retort. "I was present to-day when you sold
the hundred head of cattle and agreed to deliver them in
Kansas City without the aid of the railroads. I offered
to bet you ten thousand dollars that you could not do it
between now and Christmas without losing as much as
five per cent. of the cattle. You took my proposition, and
we wagered ten thousand dollars a side on it. I feel sure
that the thing can't be done, and I am ready to bet another
.
ten thousand that you will lose the bet."
"All right, Ketch. I'm your man! Step right inside an'
we'll put up ther money. Young Wild West has agreed to
deliver the cattle in Kansas City, an', from all accounts,
what he undertakes to do he always accomplishes."
"W110 is Young Wild West?" and the flashily-dressed man
cast a look at our hero and his two partners.
"That's ther boy right there. See him? Take a good
look at him, Ketch, for he's ther boy as will make you lose
your money."
"Humph!" said the man called Ketch. "I reckon I ain't
much afraid of it."
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The two men now turned and went inside the hotel.
was the thought of the adventure and excitement that,
Young Wild West, Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart fol- might happen on the way that made him anxious to deliver
lowed them, as did three or four others who had been listen- the herd of cattle to Kansas City.
ing to the conversation.
It was something like three hours after the girls had left
Big wagers are common in the West, , and at the time of before he saw anything of Steve Davenport.
.
which we write all sorts of freak bets were made.
The rich cattleman had indulged rather freely the mght
Mine owners and rich cattlemen always st6od ready to before, and it was near noon when he show~d up.
risk their money on any proposition where there was a
But he had not changed his mind in the least, and when
chance to win.
Wild told him that he would be ready to start in about five
Barring accident, it was not such an awful proposition clays he was delighted.
that our hero had agreed to undertake.
'.'I don't know why Dean Ketch wanted to make such a bet,
But if as many as five of the cattle sickened and died anyhow," he said thoughtfully. "Sometimes I think he
on the way or became lost from the herd, Steve Davenport. means to play a trick so that I can't win."
would lose.
"Well, he will have to be up and doing," replied our hero.
There was the point in the whole thing, as near as Wild "I am a pretty good judge of a man, and if I see any one
could judge.
suspicious following us you can depend upon it that they
It stmck him right away that there was something at will be watched. The first sign of anything foul from any
the bottom of it all.
one will mean that there ·will be a shootinir match, and
And when he took a good look at Dean Ketch, the man when I shoot I always hit what I aim at."
who was wagering his money against the proposition, he
"You're ther Champion Deadshot of ther West, all right;
could easily fonn the opinion that he was none too good an 1 all you want now is real champion cowboys to do ther
to en1ploy foul means to defeat the project.
job you've undertook. If you ain't gqt money enough to
But he said nothing just then-not even to his partners. carry you through, jest say so."
1
"This is a sort of peculiar game we have dropped into,
"Oh. I have got more than enough!"
Wild," said Jim Dart, who was about the same age as the
"Well, it's yours. I'm dependin' on you to bring th0m catdashing young deadshot, and who had been a chum of his tle throu~h, an' I ain't goin' to worry a bit. I'm jest goin'
for something- like three years.
on ahead, an' so is Dean Ketch. We'll be in Kansas City
"That is why I took to it, Jim," was the reply. "Now, waitin' for you an' your cowboy champions to come in with
all I want is the aid of you and Charlie, and we will do the as many as ninety-six of them cattle."
thing. We will get that herd of cattle to Kansas City with"And we will be there with the whole hundred, if lead
out losing- one of them, providing they are all sound and has to fly to accomplish it."
healthy at the start."
"That's ther way to talk! Wbat are you goin' to have
The second bet made by the two men was duly registered to drink this mornin' ? "
and money put up in the hotel safe.
"Nothing," answered our hero.
Then, as such men invariably d6, both began opening· wine
"All right. I've got to have a little of ther hair of ther
and having what they called a good time.
dog what bit me last night. A nice cold bottle of chamYoung .Wild West and Jim Dart refused to drink any of pagne will jest about put me in ther humor to eat my
the wine, but Cheyenne Charlie, who was an ex-government breakfast."
scout, said he would take a little tanglefoot.
"Well, I suppose you know ·what is good for you ."
He had been used to drinking pretty hard before he be"You bet I do! When I win my bets I'll make things
came acquainted with Young Wild West, and since that time howl in Kansas City, see if I don't!"
he had only indulged now and then, and never to excess.
During the balance of the day Wild took pains to keep
Our hero had stopped at Denver on his way to Weston, an eye on Dean Ketch, and toward evening, -when he saw
in the Black Hills, which was his home.
him in earnest conversation with three hard-looking charWith him were his two partners, the wife of Cheyenne acters, he made up his mind that something was in the
Charlie, his s,veetheart, Arietta Murdock, and Jim Dart's wind.
sweetheart, Eloise Gardner.
Arn.I so there was.
They also had two Chinese servants with them, and Wild
had arranged that they were to start by rail the following
morning.
CHAPTE'R II.
But now he had changed his mind.
He decided to let the girls and the Chinamen go on, as
WHAT HAPPENED IN THE SPORTING HOUSE.
per scherlule, while he and his two partners would undertake to deliver the cattle at Kansas City.
Dean Ketch was what might be termed a genuine proHe figured that he needed just nine men to make up the
fessional e:ambler.
party to do the job.
No one who knew him had ever heard of his doing a
Wild owned a ranch in Wyoming, as well as one in Texas.
Neither of them were making money for him just then, day's work in all his life.
He played poker, faro, roulette and other gan1es, and
but still he did not care to sell them.
Rxiring Ranch, in Wyoming, was the nearest to Denver, was always ready to bet on anything.
He was entirely without principle, and in order to ·v-in
of course, and it was from that place that he meant to get
a sum of money he would be apt to resort to villainy of
the nine men.
He figured that he could get them there in five days' by the deepest dye.
Young Wild West's suspicions concerning him were right.
telegraphing to Douglas, which was only a day's journey
The three hard-looking characters the gambler had been
on horseback from Roaring Ranch.
As soon as he could excuse himself from the fast com- seen conversing with were men he had sent for.
They were brothers, and had the reputation of being three
pv.ny they were in, Wild retired and sent the telegram.
Then, with Charlie and Jim, he sought the ladies be- of the worst men in Denver.
But they had a slick way of getting out of trouble when
loriging to their party and explained the case to them.
Of course, Arietta and the others were disappointed when suspected and arrested, as they had been on more than one
they heard that they were not to have their escorts accom- occasion.
Crafty, cruel and daring to a gi·Pat degree, the Hogg
pany them the rest of the way home, but they were not
brothers, as they were called, were surely no mean enemy
afraid to travel on the train alone.
Then they had the two Chinamen to look alter the horses to contend with. esneciallv as they proposed to do their
that were to go in a box-car, and as both were faithful nefarious work in tlie dark.
Dean Ketch only talked with them long enough to let
servants, there was really nothing to worry over.
So it was soon settled, and the next morning the females them !mow that he wanted them to follow a herd of cattle
belonging to Young Wild West's party started on their jour- to Kansas City-or as far as they saw fit-and to do all
ney to Weston, while our hero and his two partners remained they could to keep as many as ninety-five of the cattle from
in Denver to await the arrival of the nine cowboys from reaching their destination.
Then he made an appointment with them at ten that
Roaring Ranch.
Wild had five thousand -dollars of the cattleman's money nir.:ht, when the full details would be given.
It was a little before ten that Ketch leit the hotel, de~
for expenses, and he meant that the thing should be done
claring tlrnt he had business of importance to attend to in
in fine shape.
He cared not for the money .he would make out of it: it another part of the city.
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\
. And so he had.
He was going to make the :final arrangements with the
Hogg brothers, and thus insure the winning of twenty
thousand dollars.
He met the three men in a well-known sporting resort
of the city.
They were waiting for him'. rather anxiously, for things
had not gone very smoothly with them of late.
The police had been watching them sharper than usual,
and they had been unable to get a chance at drunken cattlemen and relieve them of their money, after giving them a
taste of the sandbag or knife.
Ketch was well known in the resort, and a word from
him secured a small private room, whern they could talk
business and be undisturbed.
"Now, boys," the gambler said, as he poured some liquor
from the bottle he had taken pains to order, "it's a case
of a thousand dollars apiece for you."
"That's good enough," nodded Dan, the elder of the
brothers.
"If it don't take too long to do ther job," ventured Pete,
who was the more thoughtful one of the three."Well, that depends on how smart Jou fellows are," said
Ketch. "The scheme is plain enough. I don't want the
hundred head of cattle Steve Davenport sold to a ·man in
Kansas City to get there without a loss of five per cent. If
they do, I lose twenty thousand dollars, that's all."
"It's Jest like finding money," remarked Joe, the youngest
of the brothers, a broad grin creeping over his evil face.
"Well, I don't think so," declared the gambler. "If I
thought it was so very easy I wouldn't offer you a thousand
dollars~ apiece. You must reckon that there will be firstclass men in charge of the herd-men who can shoot as
strai&'ht as a die, and who won't be the least bit slow about
shootmg if they find anythin~ wrong. You have to go up
against a very tough proposition, and I may as well tell
you right now. Young Wild West, the Champion Deadshot
of the West, is going to superintend the delivering of the
cattle in Kansas City, and with him will go eleven other
fellows, who are all champio:p.s, not only with the lariat,
but with shooters. This Young Wild West has been given
five thousand dollars to pay the exl?enses of the trip, and
if he lan 'ls ninety-five of the cattle m Kansas City in good
condition . ¾ere is no telling how much more lie will get. I
learned all this from Steve Davenport to-day while he was
drinking. He is one of the sort of men who like to tell all
they know and boast about what he can do."
The Hogg brothers were now looking quite serious.
"I've read about this boy they call Young Wild West,"
i-emarked Dan, scratching his head thoughtfully. "I've never
seen him, but I reckon he's a bad man ter git in a fight
.
with."
"You may be sure of that," nodded the gambler.
"Pshaw!'' exclaimed Joe, half disgustedly; "what show
would he have if I took a notion ter put him out of busi·
ness?"
"Well, you had better not try anything like that, only
as a last resort. You fellows ought to manage to stampede
the cattle and lose some of them. Or a little poison would
do the business, providing you work,. very quietly. Remember! these cattle are branded with a private brand, so Young
Wild West could not substitute others for any missing ones
if he wanted to."
"You jest leave it to us," remarked Dan, nodding confidently. "If there ain't less than ninety-five of them cattle
ter git to Kansas City, I'm willin' ter turn up my toes,
that's an!"
"How about ther payin' of ther thousand dollars apiece,"
questioned Crafty Pete.
"Well, I'll pay you a hundred apiece now just to bind
the bargain," was the retort.
"Well, that will make it look like real business."
"Yes, 'cause we're about broke," added · Joe. "A little
money wouldn't be a bad thing to have jest now."
"All right. Here's yom· money."
Ketch quickly counted out three hundred dollars and divided it between the three villains.
"Now," said he, "you can keep an eye on Young Wild
West and his two partners until they g·et ready to start out
with the cattle. But, remember! I don't want you to interfere with any of the cattle until they get at least a
hundred miles from Denver. Let them get a good start and
zet to believirur that thev are e:oi.rur to have aJl easy til:u.9
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of it. Then it will be all the easier for you to work the ·
game on them."
The Hogg brothers declared that they would do just as
he said.
But it was quite natural for them to form a hatred for
Young Wild West just because he was the one they would
have to contend with in the , carrying out of the scheme.
"I'd jest like to have one good look at this Young Wild
West," Joe remarked, as tlrey got up to leave the private
room.
The villain's wish was to be granted sooner than he
expected.
It so happened that Wild and his partners had decided
to take a look around Denver that night before turning in.
It was shortly after ten when they dropped into the sporting house.
It was a big place, finely furnished and rather orderly
for a resort of the kind.
Almost every kind of a game was played there from
billiards to roulette.
Wild, Charlie and Jim were watching a game of billiards
between two professionals, when out of the private room
came Dean Ketch and the Hogg brothers.
The gambler was surprised to see them there.
But he did not hesitate to point them out to his companions right away.
"There's three of the cowboys who will take the herd
to Kansas City," he said, in an undertone. "The dashinglooking chap with the long hair is Young Wild West."
"Git out!" exclaimed Joe. "Why, he ain't nothin' but a
boy!"
"That's true enough. But don't depend on getting the
best of him because he is young. He is pretty old in experience, I guess."
"Ther tall feller with ther black hair looks as though he
might be a tough one ter tackle," Dan admitted, as he carefully sized them up. "You kin tell that he's been through
ther mill."
"Well, them two boys look as though they know a thing
or two, too," remarked the thoughtful brother. "You've
got ter admit that there's somethin' about 'em what sorter
makes a feller feel as though he's walkin' over a volcano
that's liable ter explode any minute."
Wild and his partners certainly did look dashing and fearless in the extreme.
They were attired in buckskin hunting-suits that were
trimmed rather gaudily with silk fringe, and weapons were
sticking from their belts, ju.st the same as if they were following an Indian trail.
Young Wild West had such a cool and easy way about
him that he was bound to attract more or less attention,
anyhow.
Athletic and handsome, he was one whom the casual observer would surely put down as a perfect type of a boy
of the wild West.
With his pearl-eolored sombrero tipped back upon his head
in a rakish manner, he watched the game of billiards with
no little interest.
But in less than two minutes after he came In there were
as many watching him as were watching the game.
But the boy was casting an occasional glance about the
big room now and then.
One of these glances brought the figure of Dean Ketch
.
before his gaze.
And when he saw that the gambler had wtth him thb
three men he had seen talking with him that afternoon he
made up his mind that they were the ones he would have to
look out for.
"There is the man who made the two wagers with Steve
Davenport, boys," he said, in a whisper to his partners.
Charlie and Jim turned their gaze in the' direction indicated and saw them.
It was at t.l-i..is very moment that Ketch decided to corns
over and talk with our friends.
The gambler was nothing if not nervr and deceiving.
"Hello, Young Wild West!" he exc1aimed, putting out
a hand that was fairly ablaze with diamond rings. "I'm
glad to meet you. I am a dead-game sport, and I always
like to get a run for my money. Don't have the idea that
I think any less of you because you are going to do all you
can to make me lose my money. It is a matter of business
·with you, and I want you to know that I take that view
of it. I feel confident, though, that you will never get to
Kansas City without losill.lr as much as five per cent. o! the
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"The next time you pick a muss with any one you had
better see to it that you kEo\, how to handle yourselt," he ,
said.
1 kin handle this, though!"
As he made the remark the villain seized the handle of a
revolver that protrnded from his hip pocket.
But before he could get it out Dean Ketch seized his hand,
and with an oath cc,mmanded him to shut up and behave
himself.
·· "r.y don't you let him alone?" spoke up Cheyenne Charlie, who was just itching to take a hand in the game. "Wild
hasn't dropped a gallows-bird in over two weeks. Give hifD
a chance to keep lus hand in."
But the gambler was too wise to allow anything like that
to happen.
He whispered "something to Dan and Pete, and the result
was that Joe was quickly hustled out of the place.
"I am sorry that the game was interrupted, gentlemen,"
said our hero, stepping over to the two billiard players. "I
assure you that it was no fault of mine, though."
"Oh, we know that!" replied one of them. "Don't mention
it, please."
The other nodded to bear out the remark.
They were gentlemanly so1t of fellows and seemed to enjoy what had happened rather than otherwise.
The game went on, and after buying something at the bar
our friends went out and made their way back to the hotel.
"Well, we have_ seen the three fellows who are goi'ng to
give us trouble on the way to Kansas City," Wild remarked.
as they walked along. "Forewarned is forearmed, they say."
"I reckon them measly coyotes ain't got very long to live,
if that's ther case," answered the scout, twisting his mustache and nodding his head to emphasize his remark.
They saw nothing more of either the gambler or his three
hirelings that night.
Nor did they lay eyes on the three brothers for several
days, though De:m Ketch showed up at the hotel the next
day.
He ·spoke apologetically of what had happened the night
before in the sporting place, and then he turned the conversation in another channel.
When finally he began to ~alk about the trip to Kansas
City with the cattle, Wild showed him plainly that he did
not care to hear anything from him.
The gambler took the hint and left our friends alone after
that.
Four days later the cowboys Wild had sent for arrived
in Denver.
They were a fine-looking lot of fellows, reckless to the
core and not a;fraid of anything.
Bill Spud, a foreman of Roaring Ranch, came with them,
and there were nine of them, all told.
The names of the others were Donavan, Le Roy, Packer,
Kipp, Mean, Baxter, Herring and Spice.
All of them were experts, being a champion in some
branch of the business.
"We come with a hustle," said Spud, as he shook hands
with Wild and his partners. "It was putty short notice, but
I done jest as your telegram said. I picked out eight fellers what kin stand ther gaff, I reckon."
"You'll do, I guess," our hero retorted, as he looked them
over. "But some of you have got to have new suits. We
want to ride into Kansas City in great shape. you know."
He saw to it that those who needed it we11e fitted out
p1·operly, and then he led them to the stockyard, where the
cattle were waiting and told Steve Davenport he was ready.
. "Goo_d enough!" was the _cat~leman's reply. "You've got
Jest thirty days to do ther Job m. Now strike in! I've got
no more to say!"
"Oh, we have got plenty of time," Wild answered. "It
isn't time that will interfere with us, I guess. Have the catCHAPTER III.
tle been inspected ? "
"Yes, an' every one of 'em is as sound as a new silver
IN KANSAS.
dollar."
Though it was the middle of the afternoon, Wild thought
There was a deathly silence throughout the room after
the sooner he got the cattle on the way the better it would
Young Wild West called out his challenge.
,
be for them.
Pete Hogg broke the silence by saying:
They had been in confinement for a week, and a run
"It's all right, young feller. He's mv brother, but he g-ot
jest what he was lookin' fur. Come! Git up, Joe, you fool!" would do them good.
Of course it had become known that a big bet had been·
But Joe was so dazed and confused from the knockdown
made between Davenport and Ketch, so there was a big
that he could not get up unaided.
Dan came to Pete's assistance, and together they got him crowd present when the start was made.
. 'Yild was not going to take any wagons along with proupon his feet.
'
Wild looked at him with a tantalizing smile playing about VISlons, as many supposed he would.
He had four pack-horses loarled with only 1-.h<> things thev
his lips.

.cattle; it is a thing that can't be done, in my way of thinking."
Wild shook hands with him and smiled.
"A fello,'v without an opinion don't amount to much," he
answered. "You think one way and Davenport another. It
now remains to be seen which is right."
The Hogg brothers had remained stinding a few feet
back of the gambler.
They were making out that they were interested in the
game of billiards, but they were taking in every word that
was said, just the same.
Joe, the younger of the three, was just about the build
of Young Wild West.
He was a strong, active man of twenty-five, and as he
looke<j at the champion deadshot it . occurred to t;he villain
that he would like to pick a row with the boy and find out
for hilnself just what he was made of.
He said nothing to his brother of what was runninothrough his mind, but a couple of minutes later, as Ketcl~
was laughit:g and ta\king to make himself ,"solid," as Cheyenne Charlie afterwards remarked, he stepped up, and in
passing trod heavily on Wild's toes ..
"It wasn't necessary for you to do that," said our hero,
!lashing an angry look at him. "You had plenty of room
·
to pass."
"I generally step where I feel like it," was the quick retort.
"Oh, you do, eh? Well, the next time you step on my
foot like that something will happen!"
"It will, hey?"
Both Pete Hogg and the gambler cast warning glances
at Joe, but Dan looked on indifferently.
'l'he elder of the bNthers was the only one of the three
who was, satisfied to . see a row between Young Wild West
and Joe.
Our hero knew that the man stepped upon his foot intentionally.
If he 11ad not thought so he would have sai<l nothing.
He could see that the fellow was looking for trouble, and
when any one sought Young Wild West for the purpose · of
having trouble they usually got just what they were looking
for.
Joe stood before the handsome young deadshot in a
threatening attitude as he spoke the last words.
He ,vas talking in a loud voice, and instantly all eyes
were turned upon the group.
"See here!" said our hero, speaking coolly and loud
enough fo1· every one to hear, "if you are trying to pick a
muss with me let us get somewhere so we don't d-isturb
this game of billiards. I don't want to wipe up the floo1·
with you and create a whole lot of excitement here for
nothing."
"You'll never see ther day you can wipe up ther floor with
me, you young pup of a prairie dog!" cried Joe Hogg, his
face 1·eddening v;rith anger.
Wild did not hesitate to act now. ·
Out shot his left fist and then his right foll9wed.
The left caught the younger Hogg in the pit of the stomach, and as lus head lurched forward from the effect of
the blow the right fetched him squarely between the eyes.
Down w~nt the villain with a jar that shook the building.
He straightened out af ter the manner of a dying jackrabbit and then lay perfectly still.
"Now, then," said Wild, looking at the two brothers of
the man, "if there is any one here who wants to take that
sneaking coyote's part just let him speak up!"

.
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would be unable to get when riding over the long stretch of with the cattle at any time. We have got only a small
drove, and we can keep them under our eyes both night and
plains that lay between Denver and their destination.
For fresh meat they would rely on what they could shoot. day."
But in spite of their fears that they would be bothered, a
The cattle behaved nicely when they were driven out and
whole week passed without the least thing of note occurput in line for the Jong journey.
But each man knew just what to do, and that accounted ring.
1'hey had now crqssed the border between Colorado and
for it, perhaps.
''I'll meet you in Kansas City, Young Wild West, an' we'll Kansas and were in the latter state.
Late on the afternoon of the day they had crossed over
have ther time of our Jives, see if we don't!" called out
Steve Davenport, as Young Wild West and his cowboy cham- they came upon a small wagon train that appeared to be
in trouble.
pions rode off.
The cowboys swung the cattle off a short distance from
"And I'll be there, too-don't forget· that!" added Dean
the travelers and got them to a halt on a level patch of
Ketch, a sinister smile showing on his bloated face.
"All right!" our hero answered. "You'll find me there grass.
Then Young Wild West rode up and asked what the
with the cattle when the time comes. I am out for busitrouble was.
,
ness now!"
There were four wagons in the train, and each of them
The cattle walked finely, and when six o'clock came they
had covered a good twelve miles and were out on the long had the household effects of a family that was emigrating
slope over which the tracks of the branch of the Union Pa- farther west.
Only four men were to be seen, and they were all hardycific Railroad ran.
It was ou1· hero's intention to follow the railroad as closely looking fellows under thirty.
They had evidently decided to pitch their camp where
as possible all the way to Kansas City.
He knew that was the straightest way he could get there. they were, for the women, who were no doubt th2ir wives,
After they once got over into the State of Kansas it would were making ready to start fires and cook supper.
Half a dozen children were getting out of the wagons as
be pretty easy traveling, but before they did they would
have to encounter some obstacles in the way of ravines that Wild rode up.
"We've had trouble enough," answered one of the men to
would have to be got over.
But Wild was going to make the cattle go where a horse the question our hero put to him. "We've been robbed by
three sneakin' scoundrels! We jest found out, too! But
could.
"Now, boys," he said, as they got the herd on a good piece it is too late, as ther skunks lit out over an hour ago."
"Robbed, eh? How did it happen?"
of. grazing ground, "our first night out is at hand. Nights
Charlie and Jim now rode up, leaving the cowboys to look
will be the worst part of it, for if there are those followin&'
us for the purpose of hindering us in making a successful after the cattle.
"I'll tell you how it happened," said the man, who evitrip it will quite likely be the nights that they will use for
dently was the leader of the party. "We met three men
their dirty work."
"Well, we kin arrange it so a guard of six can be on duty about an hour and a half ago, and they asked us ther way
to Monotony. We told 'em it was 1ight on ther railroad
all ther time," answered Cheyenne Charlie.
. "Well, I think four will do. That will divide it better, about ten miles northeast from where we was, an' they
srnce there are twelve of us. I am leader of the expedition, thanked us. Then they got very friendly, an' while we was
at a halt they got out a pack of cards an' showed us some
but I propose to take my trick the same as the rest."
"We'll see to it that no galoots bothers ther cattle; Wild," tricks. We thought they was putty nice sort of fellers,
spoke up Sam Spud. "If they do we'll shoot 'em down as didn't we, boys?"
"Yes, we did," came the answer from the other three men.
though they was prairie dogs!"
"But they was thieves, that 's what they turned out to be."
"All _right, Sam," was the reply. "This is a peculiar sort
"Robbed you, eh?"
of a trip we have started to make, and I sup:i.,ose it will be
"Yes, an' they done it in a very slick way."
mighty strange if something don't happen before we get
"How did they do it?"
through to Kansas City."
one of 'em asked me ter change a fifty-dollar bill,
'.'It would be a rat?er d~ll time if soµiethin' didn't happen," an'"Why,
I done it. He must have seen where I got ther money
sa:d the scout, shakmg his head.
I reckon. We put all our money, 'cept a little we
Bu~ nothing happened during the night, and the next from,
carried in our pockets in my wagon, an' we had it hid in a
m?rnmg the stray cattle were got together in a very few piece
of stovepipe."
mmutes and ~hen they proceeded on their way.
"Rather foolish in you to put all your money in one place,
By noon Wild figured that they had made seventeen miles I should
say."
more, and then he felt certain that they would reach their
"Mebbe it was foolish, but we allowed that a piece of stovedestin_ation inside of the thirty days they had to do it in.
pipe would be ther last place robbers would think to look fur
While they ,vere resting after the noonday meal had been money."
eaten, our hero got out a pencil and paper.
Our hero could see through it all.
He did some figuring for a few minutes, and then calling
The travelera were innocent, unsuspecting people, read31
to his partners, said:
to accommodate a stranger at any time.
"In a straight line from Denver to Ka~sas City it is about
The three men who had robbed them had been pretty slick
four. hun~ed and eighty miles. Now, we can't travel in a customers, and, as might be supposed, he set them down at
exstraight lme, by any means, so we will allow a hundred
once as the three men he was certain Ketch had hired to
tra. That will make the distance we will have to cover five prevent them getting the cattle to Kansas City according to
hundred and eighty miles. Now, if we di->-ide five hundred agreement.
and E:ighty by thirty we get nineteen and one third, which is
"What sort of looking- men were they?" Wild asked.
the d1?stance we_ must cover each day in order to get to KanThe leader of the party gave a pretty good description of
sa~ Cit:,:- by Ch11s~mas. I guess we can do it, boys!"
~
:-- ·
men.
the
Sartm!" exclanned 'Cheyenne Charlie. "But we want to
"That's ther galoots what's after us, as sure as guns!"
ke(':P 1·ight on goin', so.'s we kin slack up a little when we Cheyenne Chai:lie exclaimed.
stnke bad weather. We won't have to d1ive ther cattle
"I think so, Charlie," replied our hero.
hard to git twenty-five miles a day out of 'em I reckon."
"Did they tell you their names?" he asked the men.
"No," spoke up Jim Dart. "We have mads' about seven"Yes, one of 'em said they was brothers, an' that their
teen miles since this morning, according to Wild's estimate." name was Hogg. He said if we went to Denver we'd find
"Well, there is one thing we must figure on and that is out that they was well known there."
that we will most certainly be delayed some: by the men
Dean Ketch has hiFed to defeat the pr~ject. I s~ the men
Dean Ketch has hired, for I feel certam that he has hired
the three fellows we have met in the sporting saloon the other
CHAPTER IV.
ilight. I don't need to be told that such is the case· my
'
observations have told me enough for that."
WILD BREAKS THE MONOTONY OF MONOTONY.
"It's funny we ain't seen nothin' of 'em afore this," said
"I guess they are well known in Denver all right," Young
the scout.
· "Oh, we will see them, never fear! All we have got to Wild West answe'red. "They are about as bad as any scoundo is to kee1> our eyes open. No one must be allowed to £oal drels in the West, I should say. We have been expectini' to
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"If we get it we will forward it to you at Boulder," Wihl
meet them for a week, but they haven't showed up yet.
They are traveling this way just for the purpose of pre- added. "You need not be surprised if it is there waiting for
.
venting us from getting all these cattle we have here to you when you arrive."
"I only hope so," replied Dave Jolly. "We'll be lil putty
Kansas City."
bad shape when we git to Boulder without enough money to
\
"Gee!"
.
buy a thing."
The four men made the exclamation in unison.
Our friends had diverged some few miles from the rail"And they are no doubt robbing anybody they come across
on the way," went on our hero. "I must say that you peo- road track the day before, but when noon came they were
ple gave them too much of a show. You should have been almost within a stone's throw of it.
A train came along just then, but the cattle did not seem
more careful. I suppose you let them look in the wagons?"
"Well, they asked to see what kind of loads we had on, to mind it in the least.
Our friends had made excellent headway so far, and
so we let 'em look," was the reply, while the speaker looked
everything was in the best of shape.
rather sheepish.
Toward the end of the afternoon it clouded up and a
"Well, you just give me your name and tell me where you
are going to and it may be that I will get the money they chilly wind began blowing.
"We're goin' to have rain afore midnight, an' you kin jest
took from you and send it to you."
gamble on it!" declared Cheyene Charlie, as he cast a glance
"Gee!"
I
Then the leader of the party quickly told them that he at the threatening clouds.
"That's right," nodded Wild, looking grave. "It strikes me
was Dave Jolly, and that they were bound for Boulder,
\Vhere they had friends and relatives in the mining business. that we are going to put in our worst night to-night, too.
"Good! The chances are we will run across the three Not because it is likely to rain, but because the three villains
Hogg brothers before long, and if we do come in contact with are so near by. They may try to kill some of the cattle,
them you can bet we will make them give up the money taking advantage of the darkness and rain."
"Well, I for one don't mean to sleep any to-night."
they stole from you. How much was it?"
The scout said this with an air of determination.
"Just 'leven hundred an' eighty-five dollars, to ther very
Just before sunset they went into camp just outside the
cent."
little railway station called Monotony.
Wild made a memorandum of the amount.
The grass on the piece of prairie land was excellent, for
"Goin~ to camp hem for the night, I see," he remarked.
the time of year, and there was a creek with plenty of good
"Yes."
water running through it.
"Wel1, we will stop right close by you, I guess.
"Keep the steers in as close a bunch as possible to-night,"
"We'll be glad to have you. What's your name, young
was the word Wild gave out to the cowboys.
man?"
"Young Wild West."
"You bet!" answered Sam Spud, who was one of the sort
"I thought so!" exclaimed one of ,the others. "I read who looked after the interests of his boss first and worked
Cheyenne.
from
me
to
about you in a paper what was sent
for the pay he received next.
Is them your partners what always goes with you?"
After supper had been cooked and eaten Wild took a no"Yes, this is Cheyenne Charlie and here is Jim Dart."
tion to go over and see what the little village was like.
"We're awful glad to run across you, we are, by ginger!"
He asked Charlie and Jim to go with him, and they
The man shook hands with our friends, and then the walked ove1· to the railroad track mid then clo,vn to the staothers did likewise.
tion, around which were clustered a number of S'~rn'l house,:.
The biggest building to be seen was one that was made of
The women and children then came up and all got in a
more easy frame of mind when they heard that there was a logs.
It was the store of the v:lla5("e, and aroun<l it \Yei-e c1usprospect of the stolen money being returned to them.
Wild was pretty sure that they would hear or see nothing tered a number of idlers, such as usually ean be found in
surh places.
of the three villains that night.
TI1ey would most likely get to a safe distance afteY robThere was no place ·where liquor was ofl'e1·ed foi: sale.
bing the travelers.
When Wild and his pai-tners walked up the few men
But it would be 0nly a question of a short time before g-i"lthered about the store eyed them with considei-able cul"ithey would show up.
osity.
That was a sure thing.
"Lookin' fur tanglefoot ?" asked one, rising to his feet and
Jim Dart told Dave Jolly and the rest of the travelers grinning like a monkey.
all about the bet that had been made and how Wi'.;:I had
"We haven't any u:oe fo1· tangle"No," answered ·wild
sent for his champion cowboys to take the herd over to foot. We1 thought we'd just see what sort of a; phice MoKansas City.
notony was, that's all."
He also related what had happened in the sporting saloon
'·Well, what d'yer think of it?" and the man gl'innecl '\Yorse
in Denver.
than ever.
"Well, from what ,\·e can see, I think the namP. is very
Then the emigrants could · see pretty well into the scheme.
They opened wide their eyes at the enormity of the suitable to the place."
''That's what everybody says, most. Funny, ain't it?"
wag-ers that had been made.
"Very."
"They'll never let you git there," said D::ve Jolly, shakOur hero walked into the store.
ing his head.
A man very conspicuous in a bright-re<l shirt was behind
"Oh, yes, they will," Dart retorted. "Yonnf;" Wi1d We5t
never yet undertook a thing that J,e did not succeed in. He the counter waiting on a wom:1n, who was evidently the wife
will land the cattle there before Christmas, an<l there v,rnn't of a neighboring farmer.
Wild waited until she had bougD.t what she ,vanted and
be as many as five of them missing, either. They are g-ood,
healthy steers of a superior breed, and there is no likeli- then stepped up to the counter.
He bought two dozen cakes of brovm soap, and when the·
hood of any of them dying on the y;ay, as we won't have to
rush them. We are way ahead of the ~verage number of p~1ckage had been dune up he paid the bill.
"Goin' ter rain, I reckon," remarked the storekeeper.
miles we should make per day now, and the easiest part of
"Yes," answered the young deadshot. "vVe'll have a bad
the journey remains. The long, level stretches of prairie
land of Kansas is much easier to travel than the rough rlig·ht of it, I guess."
"You're with ther gang what's got a small herd of cattle,
mountains of Colorado."
"You'll git 'em there, all right," spoke up one of the men, ain't yer?"
"Yes. V!as there anybody here talking about us?"
who bore the name of Martin. "I'm a putty good judge of
"Nope. We .iest seen yer when yer stopped, that's all."
folks, I reckon. You fellers strikes me as bein' ones as
"Well," said Wild, acting as though it ,was a matter of
.
would as soon fight as eat."
indifference, "we expected to meet three men here who came
"Well, we never go around looking for trouble."
along ahead and were to wait for us. It seems strange that"
"But you're always there when trouble comes."
they are not here yet."
"Well, we try to be."
"By jingo!" exclaimed the storekeeper; "I reckon them
The night passed quietly enough.
_ The next moniing Young Wild West and his champion fellers was here last night. They bought some salt an'
'
cowboys parted company with the emigrants, assuring them bacon, an' then went on as though they was in a hurry."
Our hero questioned him and received sufficient information
t hat they would try hard to make the Hogg brothers give
to convince him that the Hogg brothers had been there.
up the money they had stolen.
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his wife without interferin g?" asked our hero,
Wild walked out and was just in time io see a man and ders beat
glance at the crowd.
sweeping
a
turning
.
somethin~
about
woman wrangling
it as many times as I have!" exclaimed
seen
all
"They've
goods
some
buying
been
had
who
one
The woman was the
man.
first
the
who
fellow
the
was
man
the
and
store
when he went in the
. "Well, then, I want you all to get ready! I am going to
had asked our friends if they were looking for tanglefoo t.
the whole lot of you! Such cowardly skunks as you
thrash
as
and
crowd,
the
with
on
looking
Charlie and Jim were
a good thrashing , anyhow, and I'm just the boy
need
are
strike
to
ng
threateni
and
woman
the
the man began abusing
to you! You get the first taste of it, sir!"
it
give
to
dangerflashed
eyes
their
home,
on
her if she did not go
Biff!
ously.
The daring young dead.shot hit the fellow a blow in the pit
Just as Wild deposited the package he had bought on the
the stomach and sent him to the ground, gasping and
of
the
to
back
go
to
ready
got
he
till
stoop to leave it there
up like a jack-knife .
doubled
woman.
camp, the man did hit the
Then the man next to him got a clip on the chin that sent
He struck her in the face with the back of his hand and him
spinning around like a top.
sent her reeling.
Whack!
All three of our friends made a leap for the spot, but Wild
A short, stout man got one between th~ eyes and went
•
got ahead.
grass with a jar that took the breath from him.
to
fist
his
with
blow
a
Without a word he struck the coward
rest of the crowd started to scatter, but at that inThe
heap.
that sent him to the ground in a
Charlie pulled both his six-shoote rs and exCheyenne
stant
the
assist
to
if
as
ran
The woman uttered a scream and
tone of voice:
loud
a
in
claimed
her.
strike
to
scoundrel who had been base enough
"Ther first galoot what runs will get a bullet! Stand an'
Take it easy, ma'am," said Cheyenne Charlie, taking her take
your medicine! "
gently by the arm. "Young Wild West will make ther brute
It was quite evident that the scout meant just what he
'pologize to you, you kin bet!"
·
said.
The fellow Wild had knocked down was a burly man and
the Monotony store had rearound
hung
that
idlers
The
bull.
a
looked as though he might be as strong as
lives.
their
of
surprise
the
ceived
then
and
,
He got upon his feet with amazing quickness
And the storekeep er was so astounded that he rubbed his _
the crowd formed a small circle about them.
and looked again to see if he was really awake.
eyes
grassl).opp
"What are you interferin ' fur, you dressed-u
But one thing was ceTtain, not · one of the crowd moved a
per ?" he roared in anger. "I'll bust yer into seventeen step
furthe1· away from the spot.
pieces, I will!"
And Wild was going th1·ough like a mad bull, hitting them
"No, you won't!" was the calm retort. "You are one of right
and left.
the very few men I have seen strike a woman, and I am
What seemed to be the strangest part of the whole progoing to give you somethin g that you will remembe r as long ceeding
that no o:µe offered to strike the boy, even in
as you live! You can consider yourself lucky that you are defense. was
yet alive, for I was never more tempted to shoot a man than
It was the worst lot of cowards Young Wild West had
I was to drop you just now."
.
struck.
"Ah, shet up! That woman is my wife. I reckon if I feel ever
dashing young Prince of the Saddle did not stop until
like slappin' her I kin do it. I'll make you wish you'd never heThe
had given every man a taste of his fist.
interfered , youn.P.' feller."
"Well, by ginger!" cried the first man who had been
He was rolling up his shirt sleeves, spitting on his hands stn1ck.
·
"If that' don't beat all!"
and making all sorts of preparati ons for fighting while he
"That's right!" spoke up the woman, who lrd succeeded in
talked.
bringing her brute of a husband to; "he beat faer whole lot
A calm smile played about the lips of Young Wild West, of yer!"
but there was a dangerou s glitter in his eyes.
Charlie was holding the woman, who had become suddenly
/
calm.
CHAPTE R V.
"Don't hurt ther boy, John Sanders!" she cried. "He
showed that he's got giit by knocldn' you down when you
THE FIRST ATTEMPT OF THE VILLAINS FAIL.
hit me. He ain't used to seein' a man hit a woman, most
likely."
It will now be in order to turn our attention to the Hogg
"Shet up, Liza, or I'll give yer the worst beatin' you ever brothers for a while.
had when we git home!" was the reply.
It was really the villainous trio that had robbed the unThis remark caused Wild to go at him.
suspectin g emigrants .
He had been waitingll 'or the big brute to tackle him, but
They had left Denver two days behind Young Wild West
that was altogethe r too much.
his cowboy champion s, and when they had come in sight
and
He ru);hed in, and with a right swing on the jaw sent him of the herd of cattle it was easy for them to work away
on his back.
from it and get ahead.
Then he stooped and caught him by his collar and jerked
Though Dean Ketch had amply supplied them with money,
him to his feet again.
they could not resist the chance to rob the honest, simpleBiff! Spat! Wop!
minded people who were bound for Boulder.
Three times the boy struck as hard as he ever had in his
It was so easy that the expert crooks did it almost withlife before, and when he let go the brute he sank to the out trying.
ground unconscio us.
Aftei· leaving the wagon train they went on to the village
The men who had gathered in a circle looked amazed at of Monotony .
They tried to buy whisky there, but could not, so went on.
what had happened .
But they did not go more than a mile before they came
"Let the woman take care of him, Charlie," said Wild. "I
him
fill
to
have
I
if
her
a small piece of woodland not far from the railroad track,
to
beating
of
him
cure
to
going
am
here they decided to rest a while.
and
lead!"
of
full
"Well," observed Dan, the recognize d leader, "I reckon it
Charlie let the woman go and she quickly knelt at the side
will soon be time to strike our first blow at Young Wild
of her fallen husband.
the
near
well
the
from
West. Them fellers is gittin' along· altogethe r too good.
water
of
pail
a
got
and
ran
Jim
soaking.
good
a
in Kansas now, and we'd better do somethin' ter wind
head
We're
his
give
to
her
told
and
store
from?"
come
you
game. We've traveled about far enough, I reckon."
where
this
up
business
do
they
way
ther
that
"Is
right!" spoke up Joe, the younger of the three.
Wild.
at
"That's
looking
loiterers,
the
of
one
asked
I'm goin' to git square on Young Wild West
bet
kin
"You
"Every time," was the reply.
handled me that night in Denver. I'll kill
he
way
ther
fur
you'd
long
very
"Well, I reckon if you lived around here
him!"
licltin'.
a
wife
git sorter used to seein' John Sanders give his
"You'd better not try anything like that, 'cause he might
.
She's generally desarvin' of it, too."
you instead," remarked Pete, the thoughtfu l one. "I
kill
to-day?"
"Why, have you ever seen hiIJJ, hit her before
that all we need to do in ·this case is to kill half a
think
"Yes, a dozen times."
of the cattle in some way an' then git back to Denver
dozen
"And you never interfered ? "
as possible."
soon
as
A
it?
"Interfere d ? No! What business of mine was
"Kill the cattle, an' kill Young Wild West, too!" persisted
man's a fool to interfere between a husband an' wife."
"Has any one else in the crowd stood and loo~d a.t San- .Toe,
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"Well, I ain't goin' ter try to kill either. him or an~r one
else, unless I know they're tryin' ter kill me! That's thcr
kind of hairpin I am!"
"Humph!" exclaimed Dan. "You're too squeamish, anyhow."
"Am I? Well, neve1· mind! I'll come out all right by bein'
sorter careful-like, see if I don't!"
"Well, there's no use arguin' over it," remarked the
younger of them. "Vie know what we started out ter do."
"An' we know that it ain't goin' ter be an easy job ter do
it," put in Pete. "You kin bet them fellers is keepin' a
mighty sharp watch."
"A good dark night is what we want," and the thoughtful
one nodded his head. "Jest give us a chance ter sneak
around so we can't be seen an.' we could ham-string half a
dozen of them cattle in short order."
"That's right!" exclaimed his elder borther. "An' we
could git away without anyone knowin' it was done till ther
next morni.n'. That's ther idea, Pete!"
To ham-string an animal is much worse than killing it
outright.
With the cord and muscles of the hind legs severed it is
forever helpless, so it is a mercy to put the . creature out of
its misery.
"It was a cruel suggestion, to say the. least, that Pete
Hogg had made.
The villains put in a good night's rest, for they were not
afraid of being bothered by any one.
They were quite certain that the four men belonging to
the wagon train would never follow them back that far.
Then it was just likely that they would not discover their
loss until they were a good distance away.
The brothers slept rather late the next morning.
When they did awaken they found that the place they
had camped in was as good as any they could find, so they
concluded to remain there until the herd of cattle came in
sight.
They had good horses, so when they got the chance to do
their fiendish work they could ride off and escape easily,
they figured. ·
All day long they remained there, taking things easy and
giving their horses a good rest.
Toward nightfall they sighted the herd of cattle.
As everything pointed ,to a coming storm, they were in
high glee.
"To-night will be ther time!" said Dan. "I'm gfad we're
goin' ter git a chance at 'em so SOQn."
"Yes, to-night will be ther time," nodded Pete. "Now,
then, if you take my advice you'll jest fix ther cattle an' let
Young Wild West an' his cowboys alone. Remember, there's
twelve of them, an' they're all s'posed ter be champions,
while there's only three of us."
"That won't hinder me from gittin' a chance at Young
Wild West on ther sly," spoke up Joe, who certainly had it
in for our hero.
"Look out what yer do, that's alll" ad•,ised the wise man
of the three, shaking his head. "I think a whole lot of you,
Joe, an' I don't want yer to go under. You oughter know
from what happened in ther sportin' saloon in Denver that
you don't stand no more show with Young Wild West than
a coyote does ,vi.th a panther!"
"Never mind about that. I'll fix him when he don't know
I'm around! That's ther way I mean ter do it!"
But Pete did not like the idea of it.
He was satisfied to go aliead and destroy some of the
cattle as soon as the opportunity offered, and then he wanted
·
to get back to Denver.
It was not long after dark when it began to rain.
It was a fine rain, but the very air was laden with it, and
the three villains knew that there was going to be plenty of
it before morning.
They had kindled a fire in a little gully in the piece of
woods, and this had been reolenished often enough to keep
it going, so they coulrl have light enough to play cards.
The trees and saplings afforded them a good chance to
stretch the three rubber blankets they had in the form of
a tent, and under this they proposed to remain until the time
came to go out and do the villainous job they hoped to accomplish.
Though they were brothers, they were not averse to winning each other's money.
Joe got up and threw some more wood on the fire and got
it to blazing quite merrily, the raindrops sputtering as they

fell into the flames and making a hissing sound that was
not at all disagreeable to hear.
"As we don't want ter try an' do anything afore twelve
o'clock, we'll play seven-up fur a dollar a game till that
time," said Dan.
This was quite agreeable to the other two, so they started
in.The luck of the players varied, and the rain kept f a 11·mg.
At the end of a couple of hours they tired of gambling
and concluded to sleep till midnight.
Rolled up in their blankets with their horses tethered near
by, the three villains felt secure from disturbance and they
.
slept soundly.
It was long past midnight when Pete turned in lus sleep
and got his face exposed to the falling rain, which was now
coming down steadily, though not in torrents.
This caused him to awaken.
He got up in such a hurry that his head struck the . improvised tent and down it came, letting about a gallon of
water on his sleeping brothers.
"Thunder!" cried Dan, scrambling to his feet. "What's
ther matter?"
"Hanged if I know," answered Pete, who was caught in
the rubber blankets in some manner.
The fire had long since gone out, and it was as dark as
pitch.
It was with no few oaths and other hard language that
the Hogg brothers talked the next few minutes.
Finally Pete managed to strike a match and look at the
bull'e-eye watch he carried.
"Thunder!" he cried; "it's four o'clock!"
"Ther dickens!" Dan exclaimed. "Well, let's git over to
where them cattle is in a hurry!"
They groped about in the darkness and got _their h(!rses_.
In a few minutes they mounted and set out m the direction
of the camp of Young Wild West and his cowboy champions.
It was so dark that they could not find their way.
' The camp was less than a mile away, and the. villains
hoped to speedily finish the task they had been assigned to
.
by Dean Ketch.
When pretty close to the herd of cattle they brought
their steeds down to a walk and then kept a sharp watch
ahead.
The hundred choice cattle were hi. as small a bunch as
they could be comfortably got in.
The majority of them were lying clown.
Some were nibbling at the grass and others wer~ contentedly chewing their cuds.
It looked easy for the Hogg brothers to accomplish their
foul purpose.
When they were within fifty yards of the herd they dismounted.
"Now, then, git your knives ready!" whispered Pet"". wh-,
suddenly assumed the leade1·ship. "It won't take n'!11re'n two
minutes ter do ther job.".
His brothers nodded, and then they crept stealthily
through the darkness toward the cattle.
When they were within a dozen feet of the nearest of
them they paused.
It seemed as though they were gathering their strength
for the slashing they hoped to do upon the innocent beasts.
But the Hogg brothers were not going to ham-string any
cattle that night.
"Hands up, you snea1'-..in' galoots!" a voice cried almost at
'
their elbow.
They had heard that voice before.
It belonged to Cheyenne Charlie, the tall, athletic scout,
who was one of the partners of Young Wild West!
It was fully a second before the villains could distinguish
the form of the speaker.
Then two of them dropped to the ground and began to
get away on their hands and knees faster than they had ever
moved in that style before.
The other remained standing for a second longer, and
then he sprang toward the scout.
Crack!
There was a gasping cry, followed by a thud, and one
of the Hogg brothers had stepped out!
It was Joe.
The younger of the three had proved to be the more
plucky, but it only served to bring him to his death.
Quite a little uneasiness showed itself among the cattle
as the revolver cracked, but there was no other excitement.
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"Well, we .won't let them hold you, that's all."
Dan and Pete Hogg succeeded in reaching their horses,
"All right, then. You know what you're talkin' about,
and, mounting, rode from the spot with the swiftness of the
Wild."
wind.
It . was just about an hour after Wild had notified the
storekeeper that half a dozen men came over to the camp.
One of them was the coroner, he said, and when he was
CHAPTER VI.
shown the body of Joe Hogg he quickly held an inquest.
It was decided that the man had come to his death while
THE HOGGS MAKE ANOTHER ATTEMPT.
trying to steal cattle, and that the shooting done by CheySo well were Young Wild West's cowboys drilled that enne Charlie was entirely justifiable.
Charlie had told how the man had made an attack on
there was not the least bit of excitement when the shot was
him before he shot, but that was not taken up at all.
fired by Cheyenne Charlie.
Stealing cattle was bad enough to be shot for, if caught,
The men knew that if they got to shouting and running
about the cattle would be scared, and that would make it all and that settled it.
Wild made the coroner and his jury presents , of some
the worse for them.
money, and then they got the herd in motion and moved on
They kept perfectly still and waited.
Scattered about as they were, with the exception of the their way.
Nothing happened for several days after that, and one
few who had turned in to get some sleep, they could not
afternoon they reached the town of Ellsworth, which was
tell who had fired, or what the result was. ·
But pretty soon the voice of Cheyenne Charlie called out: a little less than two hundred and fifty miles from their des"It's all right, boys! There was three of 'em, but there's tination.
They had been making such good time that Wild and his
only two now!"
partners felt that nothing short of a miracle would prevent
That told the whole story.
Three scoundrels had been caught trying to do some dam- them from reaching Kansas City a week ahead · of time.
Of course they had not given up the thought of meeting
age to the herd and one of them had been shot by the scout.
Wild had started in the direction the shot came from in- the two Hogg brothers again.
That they wo'41d turn up some time unexpectedly Wild
stantly.
"What is the matter, Charlie?" he asked, as he got there. was certain of.
At the time of which we writ0 Ellsworth was not nearly
"Nothin' much," was the retort. "I happened to catch
sight of three galoots snealcin' up, that's all! They got as large as it is now, but it was a good-sized town, for all
putty close to me afore I seen 'em, but ther minute I did I that.
Somehow it had leaked out that Young Wild West and his
told 'em to throw up their hands. Two of 'em dropped to
ther ground an' made off, ar' ther other one jumped for me. cowboy champions were fetching a hundred cattle through
He's layin' over there. T} ~r other two got away, 'cause I from Denver on a big wager, and our friends had no sooner
heard 'em lightin' out wit1 , their horses. It was too dark for halted at the outskirts of the town when a crowd began to
me to catch a glimpse av 'em, so I didn't fire again. There gather.
This was the first · time such a demonstration had been
ain't no need of scarin' ther cattle by shootin' unless a feller
' made during the trip, and Wild did not like it much.
knows jest what he's shootin' at."
It occurred to him that their enemies might have a good
"That's right," and our hero nodded.
"Fetch a lantern, someliody!" the scout shouted a minute chance to get in their work by mixing with the crowd. there
So far the cattle had remained in fine order, and
later.
was every prospect that it would hold out that way.
One of the cowboys obeyed in short order.
Some of the head officials' of the town came out to see
As the rays were turned upon the upturned face of the
them, and Wild was kept busy shaking hands and introfallen scoundrel Wild nodded.
"It's the fellow I had the trouble with in the Denver sport- ducing his partners.
Their fame had spread all over the country it seemed.
ing saloon," he said. "Well, one of the Hogg brothers has
Among the visitors to the camp were several ladies, and
stepped out, anyhow. Maybe they will be more cautious the
those who were umnarried showed more than usual interest
next time."
A blanket was brought and thrown over the body after it in Young Wild West.
One of them even went so far as to invite him to call at
had been straightened out into position, and then all hands
the house of her father.
assumed their former attitudes and positions.
But Wild gently declined, stating that he had too much
It kept on raining until daylight, and then the wind shifted
business on hand to leave his cowboys long enough for that.
and the storm cleared.
The next morning as they were ready to leave a note was
While breakfast was being prepared Young Wild West
mounted his sorrel stallion, Spitfire, and rode over to the brought to our hero from the young lady.
In it she declar'ed that she had become infatuated with
store in the village.
his handsome face and dashing way, and she vowed that she
The proprietor was just opening up for business.
"There is the body of a man who was caught an hour or would follow him to Kansas City in order to convince him
so ago trying to steal or kill some of our cattle lying over how earnest she was.
He wrote a short and emphatic reply, advising her to stay
near the camp," he said.
"Is that so?" and the man appeared to be surprised. "I right where she was, as he would not, under any circumstances, recognize her if they met again.
reckon we'll have ter git ther coroner, then."
"Some girls ought to be looked after pretty closely by
"How long will that take?"
their parents,? he said to Charlie and Jim, as they were
"About an hour, I reckon."
"Well, hurry up about it, will you? We can't lose much jokin~ with him about the incident while riding along that
morrung. "I never spoke ten words to that girl, and I can't
time."
understand why she should act in this way."
"I'll send word to him right away."
"Well, she tells you why in ther letter she sent you," reThe storekeeper was as good as his word.
He had the utmost nespect for the boy, since he had seen plied Charlie, with a laugh. "She's fell in love with you
him thrash a whole crowd because they said they had looked for fair, too!"
"She is a very foolish, rattle-brained girl, I must say."
on without interfering while a man was beating his wife.
That day they covered thirty miles and camped on the
Wild knew there would likely be a delay caused by the
bank of a creek an hour before sunset.
shooting of the man.
There was nothing like a town or village in sight, but the
They were in Kansas now and along the line of the railroad, where they made more of a pretext of carrying out railroad could be seen about a mile off to the left.
It was just Wore darkness set in that a horse and rickety
the law than they did in some places further west.
Our hero was not going to take the chances of going off old wagon was seen approaching.
In the vehicle were a man and a woman.
and leaving the body lying there, since the posse might folThey were both old, whlch our friends could see as they
low them and make trouble.
drew nearer.
It was better to settle the thing before they left.
They were gray-haired a.nd bent, and both wore specHe rode back to the camp and told Charlie what he had
tacles.
done.
"How are yer folks?" said the old man, a.s he brouf?.1-t his
"Thunder!" exclaimed the scout. "S'pose thp.>- blamed
bony horse to a halt. "Do you mind letti#' us sto.P wit.h you
fools t.ak.e 3 notion to hold me?"
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that gambler think a cyovemight? We kin see that you are goin' ther same way meet him. I am going to make
on him! Let them
as we are. We're tryin' ter git to Kansas City without no clone has struck him when I lay eyes
go, boys!"
cost, 'cause we ain't got no money."
The cowboys seemed reluctant, but they obeyed.
"vVell, I guess you can stop with us," ,vnd answered.,. "We
Young Wild West's orders must be obeyed, and they never
are not the sort to tmn any one away. So you are gomg to
demurred.
Kansas City, and you haven't got any money?"
The Hogg brothers ran as though their lives depended on
"Nope, nothin' ter speak of. Of course, we've got enough
wagon.
ter buy a meal or two if we git out of grub, but that's about it and reached the horse and with
the jeers and yells of the
They got in and drove off,
· ,
all."
.
The old man got out of the wagon and assisted the old eowboys ringing in their ears.
"Do you know one thing, boys," said our hero. "I think
lady.
fellows until we get to
Wild wat~ed them closely and it struck him instantly that is the last we will see of those
Kansas City. But when we get there we will have to be on
that they were not what they were making out to be.
to fighting
The old lady appeared to be very feeble, but when her the lookout, for that is a city, and we are not used
foot caught in the long dress she wore as she was stepping sneaks in city places."
"I reckon we'll take care of 'em all right," the scout anto the ground she made a move that was not in keeping
swered.
.
with her looks.
She caught herself and the dress became ripped.
Then, again, she had very large feet and wore men's boots!
As soon as our hero noticed this he began questioning
CHAPTER VII.
'
lhem both in an offhand way.
He satisfied himself that it was not a woman, after all.
DAVENPORT IS THE WINNER.
They were both men!
And when he came to think of it he had heard their
It was just six days before Christmas when Young Wild
voices before.
and his cowboy companions drove the herd of cattle
West
Young Wild West possessed as much ~rewdness as the into the pen that was waiting for them in Kansas City.
•
average person.
The pen had flags flying from all corners of it and there
It did not take him five minutes to figure out that the was quite a crowd gathered there.
seeming old couple were no others than the two Hogg
But the flags had been there for several days, and each
brothers.
'
day they had wondered what it all meant.
He decided to unmask them right away. Without a word
When the cattle were driven over the bridge they were
he pulled his revolver and fired a shot at the heel of the followed by all sorts of people from urchins to old men
' old woman's boot.
and women.
The bullet struck where it was aimed, and, much to the
With the cattle once in the pen Young Wild West's misastonishment of our hero's partners and the cowboys, she let sion was ended, as far as his contract c~lled for.
out a yell of alarm and leaped into the air.
But before going back he intended to see what Kansas
Crack!
City was like and give his cowboy champions a good time.
Wild fired another shot and clipped a lock of gray hair
The long drive had really been nothing much to them,
from the man's head.
and they were longing for some real excitement now.
done
ain't
"We
fellow.
old
the
cried
us!"
shoot
"Don't
Wild thought it best to wait right there at the cattle-pen
nothin' to yer."
until Steve Davenport could be notified of their arrival.
boy.
the
retorted
you,"
let
wouldn't
we
because
is
"That
He sent a messenger to the hotel the rich cattle owner
"Now, just get into that wagon as fast as you can!"
was stopping at, and then they pitched a temporary camp
Both made a break for it.
right there.
With wonderful quicknes,s they got in.
Then he sent the stolen money to the postoffice to be
now!"
"Hurry,
hero.
our
said
out!"
"Light
transmitted to its owners in Boulder.
a
on
off
started
horse
bony
the
and
whip
the
A crack of
It was about two hours later that both Davenport and
g-allop.
Dean Ketch appeared.
There were some of the cowboys who could not understand
Right behind them the man the cattle had been sold to
what it all meant.
drove up.
But Wild soon made them understand.
Wild managed to restrain himself from tackling the
"Mount your horses, half a dozen of you!" he cried. "I gambler and showing him up, but he concluded to wait until
. :van~ th?se two people roped! They are the Hogg brothers the thing was settled.
m d1sg-m;c;e, and they came here for the purpose of killing
The cattle were counted and examined, and the buyer ansome of the cattle!"
nounced that they were the identical ones he had bought.
That was enough!
Then Steve Davenport was declared the winner of the big
Our hero mounted his own horse in a hurry, and swinging bet!
his lariat, he led the pursuit.
Now was the time for Wild to show up the gambler, who
Of course, they rapidly overtook the turnout.
near at hand looking sullenly on as the bet was destood
When near enough, the dashing young deadshot gave the cided against him.
word, and the next instant nalf a dozen lassos were circling
'iValking up to him, our hero exclaimed:
through the air.
"So you failed after all, you miserable sneak! One of
The disguised pair were roped and pulled from the wagon your hirelings is bm-ied over at a place called Monotony
in short order.
and the other two will need an undertaker pretty quick
Then they were roughly dragged back to the camp.
when I set eyes on them again! As for you, I advise you to
In the mix-up the old lady had lost her wig and spectacles get out of Kansas City as soon as possible. I am going to
and the face of Dan Hogg was disclosed.
stay here a few days, and I am certain that, as big as the
A yell went up from the cowboy champions when they city is, it is not large enough for the two of us."
recognized the villain.
"What do you mean by talking to me that way, you
Charlie caught the other fellow and ripped off his wig.
young whePp?" cried the gambler, flying into a passion. "I'U
It was Pete, and a search of his pockets revealed the have your life for that!"
$1,185 stolen from the emigrants.
Biff!
Wild hit him a blow in the breast that sent him staggering.
The two villainous brothers would certainly , have fared
The boy's blood was up and he would have given the man
badly just then if Wild had not interfered. He took the
a good thrashing if Davenport had not interfered.
stolen ~ney from them.
"Let him be, Young Wild West," the cattleman said. "I
"Don't hurt them!" he said. "I only wanted to let thein
know that I saw through their disguise. I am going to let know he played an underhand game all through; but we beat
him out, so let him be, won't you?"
them go now."
"If you say so I will," was the reply. "But I want him to·
The two captives looked relieved when they heard this.
"You two fellows must be fools to think that you could keep out of my sight. I have no use for such scoundrels as
fool me by disguising yourselves," Wild said to them. "Now, he is!"
Ketch was pulled away by some friends he had with him,.
I want you to get away as fast as you can! Go right to
Kansas City and tell Dean Ketch that he has lost the bets and, getting in a coach, he was driven away.
When things were smoothed over Davenport went away
he made, and th:c,t he had better look out for me when I
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had, and I'll get square with
with the understandin g that Wild was to lead his cowboy worst 'doing up' I have ever
ehampions to the hotel, where they would find everything ar- them if it takes a year."
"How much money have yer got?" Pete ventured to ask,
ranged for their reception.
While they waited the men cleaned themselves up and after a pause. enough to answer my needs for a wlu1e, , I
"Oh, I've got
got ready.
When the time crone to start for the ride up the principal guess." we need some."
"Well,
street to the hotel they mounted . .
"Are you broke ? "
At a word from their young leader they started ofl' two
"So close to it that there's n'J fun in it."
abreast.
"Well, I hadn't ought to give you a cent, but I will."
As the cowboy champions rode up the street it was easy
"I reckon we've earned somethin'," spoke up Dan. "An'
to tell that Kansas City had heard about them.
Both sidewalks were crowded with enthusiastic spectators. we lost Joe, jest fur you."
"Oh, that was your own lookout. If you had been as
"Hurrah for Young Wild West!" shouted a man.
smart as I thought you were Steve Davenport would have
The cheer that went up was deafening.
been a very sick man just about now and I would have been
Flags and banners were flying on every hand.
fine style."
It was evident that Steve Davenport had not been slow enjoying myself in got
money, and you kin enjoy yourself,
"Well, you have
about making preparations for their arrival.
He had risked a whole lot on winning the bet, and he anyhow," said Pete.
"It is a wonder you didn't pick up anything on the way.
was now getting genuine satisfaction from it.
It was a great ovation that Young Wild West got, and no How is it that you didn't?"
"Well, we did pick up nigh twelve hundred dollars, but
one felt better over it than did the man who had hired him
,
Young Wild West took it away from us."
to bring the cattle through.
"
?
so
that
"Is
were
they
hotel
the
at
When our friends finally landed
"Yes, we took ther money from some innocent fools that
glad it was over.
met Young Wild
A big dinner awaited them, and though the wine and other was in a wagon train, but they mustit nave
was they lost. Ther
intoxicants flowed like water, none of the cowboys made West an' told 'em just how much
young deadshot galoot went through me an' found ther
beasts of themselves.
itself. He told me he was
But while this jollification was taking place let us see how money which I'd kept in a bag by belonged
ter, an' it wasn't
goin' ter send it to ther ones it
Young Wild West's enemies were getting on.
Dean Ketch had agreed to be present at the banquet my-place ter object jest then, wa:s it, Dan?" "I thought it was
"I reckon not!" was his brother's reply.
which was to take place at the expense of the winner, but
then."
the fact that Young Wild West had showed him up before a goin' ter be ther last of us jestthe
gambler.
"Tell me about it," observed
crowd was sufficient to make him keep- away.
They related how they had disguised themselves so ther,
It is hardly likely he would have been present had it not could
stay in the camp of our friends overnight and "fix '
been for that, for he had lost a big sum of money when he some of the cattle.
was certain he would win it.
Ketch smiled when he heard the story.
That made him more bitter than ever on the dashing
"You might have knovro that scheme wouldn't work," he
young fellow ·who had brought the cattle through safely.
fooled as easy as
The g-ambler secured apartments in a less prominent hotel said. "That Young Wild West can't be as
you did. Nevmthat. You were lucky to get off as well
and sent for his baggage.
go out and
Now
apiece.
dollars
hundred
five
Here's
mindl
had
he
As yet he had seen nothing of the three villains
clothing
decent
some
buy
which
after
shop,
barber
a
visit
underhired to defeat the project Young Wild West had
be careful that Young Wild West
But
here.
back
come
and
taken.
of his cbwboy champions don't see you."
But as Wild bad told him that one of them was dead, he or any
"You kin bet we will!" was the reply.
took it for granted that such was the case.
The two villains left the hotel.
He shut himself close in the hotel apartments and nursed
It was not until nine in the evening that Ketch ventured
his wi-ath with the aid of some iced champag:(le and good
into the bar of the hotel.
cigars.
He had taken a good nap and now he felt the need of
At the very time Young Wild West and his cowboy champions were being feted in such grand style two men came to something good and strong to drink.
Brandy was the order he gave to the clerk.
the place where the defeated gambler had made his quarters
When he had tossed ofl' a drink he left the hotel.
and asked for him.
The gambler had l;)een in Kansas City before.
They were the two Heggs, his villainous hirelings.
He knew where to find the class of people he WR$ in the
Their names were sent. up to Ketch and he ordered them
of sometimes associating with.
habit
delay.
without
in
to be shovro
Just now he wanted to get acquainted with one of the
The two villains were pretty ragged-lookin g from their
for a few dollars.
long journey on horseback, and when they came before the sort of men who will commit murder
Dean Ketch had decided to have an end put to Young Wild
man who had hired them they looked like anything but desWest!
perate /l,nd determined men.
It was a cool evening, and, buttoning his coat about him,
"You are fine fellows, I must say!" was the sneering sathe gambler hastened to one of the lowest resorts in the
lute they got.
.
ci~
"We couldn't help it," answered Dan.
Much to his ' surprise, when he got there he found Dan
"Nope! Luck was against us," added Pete.
and Pete Hogg there "bucking the tiger."
"Where is Joe ? "
They had bought new suits of clothes and now had the
"Dead."
appearance of prosperous cattlemen.
"Dead?"
Both were winning, too, and that made them very reck"Yes. He's buried over in Monotony, near ther Colorado
line," said Pete, wiping a real tear from his eye. "I loved less.
Ketch watched them a while without being seen by them,
Joe, an' no mistake! It's too bad, that's what it -is."
and when he saw that they were both ahead of the game
"How did he come to die?" queried the gambler.
•
"Ther man they call Cheyenne Charlie dropped him jest he stepped up and called them.
"Business of importance!" he said. "Come! we can't lose
as we was goin' ter ham-string some of ther cattle one dark,
a minute!"
rainy night."
He only did this to get them to quit the faro game.
"And you and Dan got away, eh?"
"What's ther matter?" demanded Dan, as they went to a
"Yes."
private room and sat down.
"Well, you are lucky."
"Well, it was time you quit that game. You were ahead,
tfWe know it."
"But we ain't through with Young Wild West yet, not you know."
"Yes, but we might have got a g9od deal further ahead.
by a jugful!" spoke up Dan, his eyes flashing.
hadn't oughter
"And you want to drop Cheyenne Charlie, so as to avenge We was right in a winnin' streak. Yo1u
stopped us," Dan said.
the death of your brother, I suppose?"
"Now, see here! I guess I know more about gambling
.
· "Sartin!"
were mek¥
"Well, I want to get square on that ga.IJJl, too. It is the .irames than you fellowa do. Just shut u,pl You
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The rascally tough brushed the dust from the planking'
and laid a silver quarter down.
'fhen he rattled the dice and let them roll out.
Three of the negroes edged up at on ce.
They had ,vorked hard all night to earn the money they
had just been paid, but it seems to be a characteristic of
their race to gamble.
"Yo' wanter throw fur dat quarter?" asked one.
"Yes, I'll go yer fur three or four throws," was the reply.
"Well, I'se done got a half a dollar t er lose, white man."
"Ise'll go in fo' jes' once," spoke up another.
"Me, too!" exclaimed a third.
Four silver quarters were soon lying on the planks and
then the game started.
Wild and his partners moved up closer.
There is always an attraction about this sort of a thing .
The gamblers paid no attention to the three in their buckskin hunting-suits.
All they thought about just now was winning money.
Tim, the Spider, thi;ew a big one.
The others followed in their turn and failed to beat him.
He raked in the money and offered to make it fifty cents
,
this time.
The ignorant negroes "bit," to use the expression.
As the scoundrel was using loaded dice, he managed to
win again.
He was a pretty slick hand at the business, and though
the negroes did not see that he u sed different dice every
time he threw, our friends did.
They kept at it for ten minutes, and at the end of that
time the Spider had nearly all their earnings.
It was just then that one of the darkies caught him changing the dice.
"Yo' done c.heat!" he cried, whipping- a razor from his
CHAPTER VIII.
bootleg so quickly that even our friends were surprised.
"Jes' give me my money back or Ise'll carve yo'!"
WILD MEETS TIM, THE SPIDER.
Wild thought it time to interfere now.
"Give them their money back, you sneaking cheat!" he
It was the :first time Young Wild West and his friends said, turning to the villain.
had the chance to sleep in a bed in over three weeks, and
The Spider made no reply, but started to run away.
even then they did not consider it a luxury.
But our hero was after him like a shot.
They were quite used to camping out, and Cheyenne
In less than two seconds he had caught him by the collar
Charlie declared that he never could sleep quite as well in a and flung him to his knees on the dock.
bed as he could lying on a blanket spread over the ground.
"Put away that razor," he said to the negro.
But they managed to pass the night all right, and early
Astonished at the interference in his behalf , the fellow
·
the next morning they got up.
obeyed.
Few, if any,\ of the other guests were up when Wild, CharBut the Spider was a desperate criminal.
lie and Jim went out to have a look at Kansas City in the
He did not intend to give up the money he had swindled
early morning.
the darkies out of if he could h elp it.
But few people were on the sidewalks, but the teams
"Let go of me!" he exclaimerl angrily, and then he slipncd
were moving up and down the streets, most of which were his hand into a pocket and pulled out an ugl y-looking knife.
from the outlying districts. Our three friends stood and
Wild grabbed him by the wrist and gave a sudden twist.
watched them for a few minutes and then started toward
A yell of pain escaped the man's lips and the knife fell
the river to see how it looked there.
to the dock with a ring.
The first thing that attracted their attention when they
"Give them 1;,heir money back, do you hear?"
got there was a boat that was being unloaded by a dozen
"I hel:\,r yer. But what right has you got ter interfere?"
roustabouts, most o:f whom were negroes.
"Never mind. Give that money back or I'll shake you
The boxes and bales were heavy, but these men were used
apart!"
to handling them, and they did it with remarkable ease.
There was a crowd around by this time.
On the dock sat three or four idlers, loafing and watching
A few seemed to side with the swindling scoundrel.
the unloading of the vessel.
They no doubt knew him and were aware that he w:::.s a
It was a rather cool morning, but the idlers did not ap- bad man to bother with.
pear to mind it a great deal.
if they had any idea of lending him their assistance,
"Those fellows seem to be very much interested in that it But
speedily knocked out by Cheyenne Charlie, who
was
work," remarked Jim.
'
one of his six-shooter s and exclaiml'!d:
showed
quietly
for
waiting
are
"Yes," answered Wild. "Probably they
will git a lead pill!"
interferes
what
galoot
first
"Ther
some friends who are doing the work."
They hung back and a deep silence prevailed.
Just then the last of the load was removed from the boat
Finding that he could not use his knife, Tim, the Spider,
and the whistle blew.
to grapple with our hero.
tried
proceeded
A couple of minutes later a man appeared and
He made a big mistake, for, with a quick movement,
to pay off the freight handlers.
on his .back.
They all got their money, and during the transaction the Wild bent him back over his hip and sent him had
found a
The ruffian now seemed to realize that he
idlers showed more interest than ever.
long hair.
"I guess I can see what's up," our hero observed. "Those master in the handsome young fellow with the "But
you jest
"I'll give 'em their money back," he said.
lazy fellows are waiting to get a chance at some of that
wait, young feller! I'll fix yer fur this as sure as my name
money."
He was right, for hardly a minute later one of the idlers is Tim, ther Spider!"
"You had better keep your threats to yourself, or I may
began rattling three dice in his hand.
·
This man was no other than Tim, the Spider, the villain ta;_.,:e a notion to turn you over to the police," said Wild.were
This seemed to frighten him a little, though there
Ketch had hired to kill Young Wild West for the sum of one
no signs of any police around just then.
hundred dollars!
Reluctantly he pulled out the money he had won by h is
But Tim, the Spider, had never seen our hero, and so did
"skin" game and gave it to the negroes.
not recognize him.
Then Wild told him to get up.
And, of course, neither of our friends had the least idea
"Do you belong around here, young feller?" he asked.
that he was a hired scoundrel of Ketch.

that I stopped you, I say! You would have kept on and
lost all you had won, and the rest of your money, too."
_They did not seem to think that way, but stopped grum/
blmg.
"I'll tell you what I want you to do," went on the gambler.
"I. want you to get acquainted with a man that will do anythmg for about a hundred dollars. Can you do it, do you
think?"
"I reckon there's lots of them kind right in this here
place," answered Pete.
"Well, you go and find one and bring him here."
"I'll do it. But what do yer want sich a feller fur?"
"I want him to fix Young Wild West before he leaves
Kansas City."
"Oh, all right!"
Pete went out of the room.
. In _about ha~f an hour he returned, bringing with him a
villamous-lookmg man with fishy gray eyes and light hair.
"Here's Tim, the Spider, gents!" said Pete. "He's lookin'
fur a job."
"That's me!" exclaimed the stranger. "What d'yer want
me ter do? I'll tell yer my prices first. I'll hit a man with
my fist an' knock him down fur ten dollars; if I bust his
skull with a billy it'll be twenty-five; if I put a knife in his
back an' silence him fur good it's a hu,1dred I want."
The scoundrel spoke with as much coolness as though he
was trying to drive a bargain at potatoes, or some other
commodity.
"I guess you'll do," said Ketch. "Boys, Young Wild West
is pretty near h~s finish now!"
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"No, I am glad to say I don't," replied our hero.
"\r. ell, who are yer, anyhow?"
"'Nell, those who know me always call me Young Wild
\Vest."
The Spider gave a start.
"What!" he gasped.
"You have heard of me, it seems?"
"Yes, I've heard of yer."
"\,Vell, I'll bet a silver quarte1· to a five-dollar gold-piece
you never heard anything bad about me!"
"Never mind what I've heard," and the Spider scowled
. savagely. "But you jest kin bet that I'll git squai·e with
yer before you're many hours older!"
"Why don't you get square with me now? I'll guarantee that no one will stop you from doing it. Just sail in!
how do you want to settle it?"
But it was not the intention of the villain to fight it out,
as the reader knows.
He now slunk away like a whipped cur.
"Wild, I reckon that felle~· wouldn't be any too good to
put a knife in your back," ·said Chai·lie. "I'll jest make
it a point to be on ther lookout for him."
"So will I," nodded Dart.
"Well, I certainly will myself. But I guess he won't do
any han11. I hope he don't bother me too hard, for I don't
like the idea of shooting him here in Kansas City. The
law would be the means of keeping me here longer than
I wish to stay."
"Yo' is a putty smart fighter, Buckra," remarked one
of the negroes. "Yo' done handle dat feller like he was a
little chile. · Yo' show me how yo' make Tim, de Spider,
git on him knees when yo' grab him by de arm."
The darky was a big, powerful-looking fellow, and by his
actions he had an idea that Wild could not handle him as
p.e had the white villain.
He stepped up swaggering, and, seeing that there was
no other way out of it, Wild quickly caught him by the
wrist and swung his arm around with a sudden twist.
Down went the negro to his knees.
"Oh, heavens!" he groaned. "Yo' done break my arm."
"No, I didn't break it," laughed the boy. "But I could
break it if I wanted to."
"I guess I could break yo' arm, too, if I done git hold
·
like you did."
"Well, let's see you get hold of it that way."
The negro had risen to his feet now, and he suddenly
made a grab for our hero.
But his hands only clutched the open air.
He was not half quick enough.
"Why don't you get hold of me?" Wild asked.
"Yo' is too quick fo' me, I guess, Buckra," was the reply. "But let's see yo' done git me like <lat a.g'in."
The words were hardly out of his mouth when Wild had
_
him.
This time he gave it to him . good' and hard, and the
darky let out a yell that startled the small crowd that had
gathered.
"You're a big fellow, and no doubt you are as strong as
an ox, but you don't know how to fight," said Wild. "I
could knock your head off your shoulders before you knew
what had happened."
The negro evidently thought so, too, for he did not ask
fa;- any further test.
Our friends now left them.
They had been out of bed some little time now and
they were getting hungry.

CHAPTER IX.
THE GIRL WHO TRIED TO KILL HERSELF.

' hotel Wild picked up a morning
Aftex breakfast at the
paper.
On the first page was an article of two columns and a
half about the cattle drive and the big wager.
But it seemed to be the purpose of the article to Jaud
Steve Davenport to the skies because he had won the big
bet.
The credit of bringing the cattle through was due to
his excellent judgment in selecting the men to do the· task,
it stated, and wound up by saying that one of the cowboys,
who went bv the name of Young Wild West, had Ji.i,g::i;aced
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himself by m:1king a row with t'he loser of the bet and
threatening to shoot him.
.
This made Wild angry.
"I guess I'll have 'to ca11 at the office of that paper by
an,; by and give them the truth about the matter. It is a
rather mean way to write up an article, I think."
"I reckon ther measly coyote that wrote it oughter be
made to take it back," said Cheyenne Charlie.
"Let's see what the other paper says about it," remarked
Dart, as he picked up another morning paper.
This was quite different .
The main article on the first page was headed:
YOUNG WILD WE'ST AND HIS COWBOY
CHAMPIONS ARRIVE IN TOWN.
A Remarkable Trip, With the Odds Apparently
Against Them.
One Hundred Choice Cattle Brought From Denver,
in Spite of the Efforts of Villains to Defeat the
Project-Steve Davenport Wins, $20,000 by the
Operation-Cowboys Receive a Royal Welcome.
"I guess that reads a little better," said Jim, as he
handed the paper to Wild.
"Yes," was the reply. "The man who wrote that article
seems to understand the case better."
They read both papers carefully, and then Wild put them
in his pocket.
"Come, boys!" he exclaimed; "we may as well go and
see the editor that says I disgraced myself. The quicker
I have a talk 'With him the better I will feel."
They at once got ready and left the hotel.
It so happened that the newspaper office was not more
than ten minutes' walk, so they took it easy and looked at
the sights as they walked along.
Reaching the office, Wild went tQ a window in a screen and
asked to see the editor.
"Give me your card and I'll send it in," was the reply.
"Well, I don't happen to have any card," answered Wild.
"You just tell him that Young Wild West would like to
have a few words with him."
The clerk looked just a bit uneasy.
"I-I hardly think the editor has got here yet," he stammered.
"Oh, yes, he has. He is in the office. You just tell him I
want to see him. He will let me in right away-I know he
,
will."
The clerk disappeared from the window.
In a few minutes he came back.
"Step right in, sir!" he said respectfully.
Charlie and Jim were· going to follow Wild, but they
were stopped by the clerk, who v.olitely informed them that
only one visitor was to be admitted.
"All right!" exclaimed the scout. "Wild, if we hear any
shootin' we'll jest bust this door down an' be in there in a
jiffy."
Wild walked in and found a rather meek-looking man
in his shirt sleeves at a desk.
"Are you the editor?" Wild asked, ta.king off his hat and
sitting on the arm of a chair that was littered wi,th books
and papers.
"I am the day editor," was the ·reply.
"Well, you will do, then. I called to inquire about the
article that appears in your issue this morning concerning
me. I would like to know where you got your information
to write such a string of lying stuff."
"I did not · write the article, nor did I have anything to
·
do with inserting it in our columns."
"I didn't ask you who wrote it; I want to know where
the paper got the information that I disgraced myself."
"Well, I don't know."
Wild was keeping remarkably cool.
"See here!" he said. "I want you to look up my character
between now and the time you go to press to-night, and if
you find that you made a mistake I want you to retract
what has been stated in your paper. Do you understand
me?"
"Oh, I understand perfectly, Mr. West."
There was a sigh of relief with the words.
"You can also put in the paper that Dean Ketch is an
out-and-c;:mt scoundrel, and that both he and the two scoundrels he hired to kill the cattle, so we would fail to make
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the trip in accordan ce with the agreeme nt, had better keep
out of my sight."
"Do you really want that to go in print?"
"I certainly do."
"Well, sir, what you say will appear in to-morro w morning's issue."
"All right. Now, while yoi;i are at it you can put in
somethin g else. Your columns spoke rather sneering ly abo11t
my cowboy champio ns this morning ; now you just print
thd t11ey are champio ns, and that they are ready to go
against any dozen men that ever rode a broncho or handled
a shooter! Do you understa nd?"
"Yes."
"Well, that will be all, then, except an apology for what
you printed about me, which I expect to find at the top of
the first page. Good-mo rning!"
·'Good-m orning, Young Wild West."
as
'Nild walked out as calmly as a summer morn, and the
he got out of the office there was a sigh of relief from
clerks and reporter s who had been near enough to hear the
~onversa tion.
Wild and his partners were just leaving the newspap er
office when who should they meet but Dean Ketch!
The villain was about to enter the building.
Ketch started to get on the other side of the street, but,
acting on a sudden impulse, Wild called out to him:
"Rold on a minute! Come back here, Ketch."
"What do you want?" was the reply, while he showed
signs of being very uneasy.
"Come here and see."
The gambler walked back and paused in front of the
three.
"I did say that I might take a notion to shoot you the
first time I met you," our hero said, "but I have changed
my mind. I hardly think you are worth shooting , so you
ls
need not be afraid, so 1011g as you and your hired scoundre
let me alone. Now just go in and tell the editor that you
are a villain, and that what I did to you yesterda y was not
half what you deserved ."
Ketch made no reply, but he was very glad of the opportunity to get away from the ,boy.
He got inside the office in short order.
Then our friends went back to the hotel and took it easy
until Davenpo rt got up.
They had promised to take a drive with him through the
city.
It was a fine turnout that the rich cattlema n had engaged, and when the dashing young Pr,.ince of the Saddle
and his two partners g-ot in they presente d a fine appearance, though they all felt out of place.
Wild kept a pretty good watch as they drove around.
At the end of an hour the turnout reached a street that
ran parallel with the tracks of a railroad.
It was here that they came upon a startling sight.
While the driver of the carriage was holding the team
an
in to keep it from running away at the noise made by apapproach ing train, the figure of a young lady suddenly
peared on the track.
The next instant Wild saw the train coming.
Then the girl threw herself across the rails.
He saw what was up right away.
, She meant to commit suicide.
The hoarse shriek of the locomoti ve whistle sounded, and
then a man, hatless, and with upraised hands,· came running toward the scene.
"Git off ther track, Nellie!" he shouted. "Git off!"
Young Wild West did not wait another instant.
Carefull y measuri ng the distance, he leaped from the carriage and darted for the railroad track.
It was but a few feet away, and our hero saw he could
re,ach the girl before the locomotive hit her.
He did reach her, too, and with a mighty effort pulled her
from a certain death, the cowcatch er striking her dress and
ripping part of it from her!
With a whiz and a whir the train dashed by.
. The_ girl now fainted, and Wild stood holding her while
his fnends and the hatless man came rushing up.
"Great gimlets! " cried Cheyenn e Charlie; "but you was
jest in time, Wild!"
"You've saved my darter, Young Wild West!" exclaime d
the hatless man. "I'll never furgit yer fur it as long as I
live!"
Wild looked sharply at the man and recogniz ed him as a
farmer he had met at Ellswort h, Kansas.

Then he looked at the unconsci ous girl he was holding in
his arms.
.
The boy gave a start.
It was the girl who had told him she would follow him
to Kansas City.
"Here you are!" he said to the farmer. "Your daughte r
had a very narrow escape, I can tell you! I didn't have
the fraction of a second to spare."
"I know yer didn't. I thought it was ther last of Nellie!
I m,acle up my mind she was gone till I see you head.in' fur
her. She's gone crazy, I reckon. She run away from home
ther day afore yisterday , leavin' a note that she was goin' to
meet you here in Kansas City an' marry yer. Me an' therI
old woman didn't believe it, so I started out after her.
didn't find her till this morn.in', an' I was wait.in' at ther
depot down here fur a train to take us home when she runI
away from me. She got over ther ground putty fast an'
couldn't catch her. She must have took a notion to kill
herself all of a sudden, fur when she seen ther cars comin'
she jest run on ther track an' threw herself down."
"Well, put her in our carriage and we will take you to
a hotel, where she can be properly cared for. I guess there
won't be anything said about this in the way of an attempte d
from
sukide. You can state that she was running away think
you and got in the way of the approach ing train. I
she will have more sense when she comes to, and will be
mighty glad that she's alive."
They got her in the carriage and then the girl came to.
Almost the first person she looked at was Wild.
"Oh! I have found you!" she cried.
"Yes," was the reply. "And now you will go right home
with your father and try and be a good girl."
She opened her eyes rather indignan tly.
"I am not a little child!" she cried. "Why should you
talk to me that way?"
"It makes no difference whether you are a little child or
not," was the retort; "you need to be talked to, just the
same."
"Then you don't love me, Young Wild West?"
"No!" was the blunt answer. "I have a sweethe art, and
I intend to marry her some day."
That was all she wanted to hear, it seemed.
Nellie Dill, as the girl was named, had at last awakened.
It was a queer delustion she had been laboring under,
since Wild had never encourag ed her in the least, but had
told her to give up all th.oughts of meeting him.
"What would you do if you had a gal like she is?" asked
the fanner, as they rode back.
"Wefl, I am pretty young to give advice on such matters," Wild answered , "but since you have asked me, I wille
tell you. If I was in your place I would try and introducIt
her to some nice young man who is looking for a wife.could
might be that she would take to him, and then they
marry and live happy ever after, as they say in story·
books."
"Well, do you know any nice young men here in Kansas
City?" Dill asked, for he took it seriously .
"Well, yes. There are at least three of my cowboys who
are thinking of getting married. They are all nice young
men. I'll introduc e them to you if you will ride over to
the hotel with us."
"You bet I will!"
Fortunat ely but few people outside the engineer and fireman of the train had seen her attempt at suicide.
The drive to the hotel was soon made.
It so happene d that the cowboys our hero had spoken of
were in, and in a very few minutes they were introduc ed
to t:rn farmer.
He told them what the trouble was, and they were astounded.
One of them, whose name was Le Roy, had declared to
his compani ons that if he found a girl who would have him
he was going to take her back to Roaring Ranch as his wife.
Here was his chance!
"I'd like to git acquaint ed with .your darte:i:-," he said to
Dill, while the others grinned.
"All right. What's your name, young feller?"
"Le Roy is my name."
"Good enough! That will jest suit Nellie. It's a French
name, an' she's great for readin' French storyboo ks. You
ain't a count or anything like that, are yer?"
"No, but I would have been a count if I had stayed in
France."
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He had been hanging around to watch the movements
of our hero and try and learn how long he was going to
r emain in Kansas City.
When he heard Young Wild West tell the cowboys not
to get in the lock-up a brilliant idea came into the head of
the crafty villain.
He quietly walked away and then headed for the house
Dean Ketch was stopping at.
He found the gambler in the bar of the place.
"I've got a scheme," he whispered in the ear of his villainous employer.
"What is it?" came the question hurriedly.
"Well, I reckon we kin git hold of Young Wild West."
"How?"
"fve been up around ther hotel where they're stoppin'
·
fur over an hour."
"Yes. And what has turned up?"
Dean Ketch was all attention now.
"Well, ther whole gang of 'em is goin' out ter take in
ther city, an' as ther cowboys was goin' away Young Wild
West told 'em to be careful an' not git inter trouble."
"Well, what, then?"
"That's all. It jest showed me a way ter git hold of him."
"Well, what is the way?" asked the gambler impatiently.
"We'll send word to him that one of his cowboys has
got stabbed in a fight, an' that he's lyin' at a sartin place.
Then ther boy will most likely come there, won't he?"
"Yes. I begin to underst...nd you now, Pete."
"We kin have some sort of. a trap fur him, can't we?"
"As sure as you live, we can!"
"Well, you jest find ther place, an' then I'll strike out
CHAPTER X.
an' git a boy ter take ther message ter Young Wild West."
"There is a rickety old building that has a sign 'To Let'
/
THE TRAP.
on it about three blocks from here. I noticed it this morning
\ when I walked down the narrow street.
That would be
Cheyenne Charlie broke into a laugh notwithstanding just the place. You go and find out the address of the agent
that it was very impolite, when the girl announced that she or owner and hire it. Use a fictitious name, of course."
might take Le Roy.
"All right."
"I reckon that's about ther quickest match on record!"
"We have got plenty of time. It is most likely the chamhe exclaimed.
pion cowboys, as they choose to call themselves, will make
"Never mind," answered Le Roy. "I'll take ther chances a night of it. We will have to wait till Young Wild West
on this game. I reckon there's "room fur another woman gets back to the hotel before we send the message to him,
at Roa,rin' Ranch. If ther gal says she'll hike off ter Wy- anyhow. We couldn't tell where to find him if we tried it
oming with me, tben it's a go!"
"I'll go anywhere with you, my dear count!" said Nellie before."
"That's so," admitted Pete Hogg.
Dill.
The villain parted company with the gambler a few min"She ain't exactly right," whispered the scout.
later.
"No, not quite," retorted our hero. "Still, she might utes
He went direct to the unoccupied building, which really
·
niake him a good wife."
seemed to be hardly tenantable.
"Let's get out of here," s1iggested Jim.
The sign on it told where to go to hire it, and, as it was
They made an excuse and left the room.
the owner himself who w'anted to rent the place, Pete knew
laugh,
a
with
Davenport,
Steve
queried
it?"
is
how
"Well,
it could be done that very night.
when they met him 'in the cafe.
Ketch had not given him any money to pay the rent, but
"I gµess it is a match, all 1".ight," our hero retorted.
. Pete thought he w~ld get the keys of the house jmit hy put"The girl is a fool."
ting down a deposit of a couple of dollars, so that did not
"Pretty nearly as bad, I guess."
worry him any.
"An' ther cowboy what marries her will be, too, I reckon."
In about twenty minutes he found the residence of the
"Le Roy seems to be a very bright fellow."
"But he wants a wif':lt" added Charlie. "Then's when a owner.
Pete rang the bell and was admitted.
man gits to be a fool, tney say."
The owner appeared to be such an easy-going man that he
"You are married, ain't you ? " asked the cattle owner.
to ask hun for the keys so he could look at the house
"Yes, but mine is a different case. I'm married, an' I'm decided
before he could decide whether he wanted to hire it or not.
satisfied with my bargain."
This worked to a charm.
"Then you don't think ther cowboy will be satisfied with
"I'll look ther house through ther first thing in ther
his bargain ? "
said Hogg, as he was departing. "If ther buildin'
"Well, I'd rather noti P!!SS any opinion jest now," and the mornin',"
inside is anything like what you say it is, I'll pay you a
scout laughed.
rent in advance an' take possession right away."
They saw nothing of either the farmer and his daughter month's
Back to the third-class hotel where the gambler was stopor Le Roy the balance of the day.
went 1Pete.
That evening the champion cowboys went out on their own ping
was figuring on getting square with Young Wild West
He
hook to see the sights.
The "Count," as they had now nicknamed Le Roy, was now.
His brother and Tim, the Spider, could be in waiting with
the only one who refrained from doing this.
chloroform, clubs, knive~, or anything that might be reHe was courting Nellie Dill.
"Now, bo,y s," said Wild, "just see to it that none of you quired to fix him.
Pete was a schemer, if nothing else.
get in the lock-up. Kansas City is a lively town, they say,
He found Dean Ketch awaiting him.
so there is no use in your trying to make it any livelier.
"Well, how did you make out?" queried the gambler.
Remember, we are not in a mining camp now!"
"Fine!" was the reply.
They all declared that they were going to be very mild.
"You hired the house, then ? "
When Wild gave the advice to his cowboys he was stand"No; I got the keys to look at it. I am to let the owner
ing in front of the hotel.
He did not notice a bearded man standing close by who know whether I will take it or not to-morrow.
"Well, it is all right. Now we will see your brother and
took in everything that was said.
The bearded man was no other than Pete Hogg in dis- the Spider, and then make the final arrangements. Re1µember one thing, thoughl If it does not happen to work
guise.

"Git out! Then you're a count, anyhow. That's what I'll
call yer. You're Count Le Rot, of France. Come on!"
He led the cowboy away to the room tile girl was in,
which was a private parlor on the first floor.
Wild, Jim and Charlie went with him, as a matter of
coutse.
The affair was now getting humorous, and they wanted to
see how it would end.
Nellie Dill was despondent over the result of her strange
infatuation for Young Wild West.
She was just thinking of making another attempt on her
own life when her father and our friends entered.
"Here yer go, Nellie!" said the farmer. "Here's one of
Young Wild West's champion cowboys what I want ter interduce to yer. What do you think of it, Nellie! He's a
Frenchmar an' if he'd stayed in France he would have been
a real count! He is a count, anyhow, and they cal. him
Count Le Roy."
The girl's eyed opened wide.
She took a good look at Le Roy, who was blushing like a
schoolboy.
"I like the looks of the gentleman, pop!" she exclaimed.
"But what did you introduce him to me for?"
"He wants ter git married to you, Nellie."
"Perhaps I'll take him!"
And she had a long, serious talk with the cowboy, which
seemed satisfactory to both.
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"Here's Young Wild West!" cried the boy, rushing in.
right things will be very dusty for us. Young Wild West
has already cowed one newspaper here, and it won't take "Where's the cowboy what's hurt?"
Wild and Jim followed him, as a matter of course.
him long to get the upper hand of the police department
They had scarcely entered the hall when two men sprang
and everything else."
"He'll be a goner afore to-morrer mornin'," replied Pete upon them.
They were Dan Hogg and the Spider.
'
confidently.
The former had a sponge saturated with chloroform, which
The two repaired to the rooms of the gambler and then
he tried to press over our hero's mouth and nostrils.
Dan Hogg and the Spider we1·e sent for.
But it took more than one man to do a thing of that
They were not far away, and when they came in they
kind to Young Wild West!
both looked expectantly.
Biff!
The Spider had found that Young Wild West was a danOur hero realized what was up in an instant and out
gerous customer to fool with, and he was not so very anxious
shot his right fist.
to meet him openly.
But when he heard the plot that had been arranged by
Pete he nodded.
CHAPTER XI.
"We'll fi..""<: him easy," he said. "Jest let's git over' to
ther old house an' make things ready."
THE HOGG BROTHERS ARE LOCKED UP.
"But we will have to have a light there, and won't it be
seen from the outside?" asked the gambler.
Down went Dan Hogg to the floor.
"Nope!" answered Pete. "Ther shutters is solid ones an'
The Spider had ·grappled with Jim with the intent to
no light kin git through 'em. 'Sides, we won't have ter
throw him.
have nothin' more'n a lantern, anyway."
But he, too, made a mistake.
They all went down, and, after patronizing the bar for a
He found Dart all there and a struggle began in the
few minutes, went over to the old building.
It happened that there were no street-lamps close to it, hallway.
At this juncture Pete Hogg appeared on the scene.
and so they could work in comparative darkness.
Biff!
Pete found the keyhole of the main door and unlocked it.
Wild saw him coming, and he knocked him down in a
Then the four passed inside.
·
1
Once there, Tim, the Spider, produced a dark-lantern from hurry.
Meanwhile the Spider was trying to get his knife out to
,
a pocket and lighted it.
Jim.
of
body
the
into
it
plunge
house.
the
Then they made a survey of the interior of
He was thrown to the floor just as he got it in his hand.
"See if there's a cellar," said Ketch. "That would be
But the boy who had been so badly astonished by what
the place to get him."
A search revealed the fact that there was a ceUar-a dark had occurred had now recovered.
He saw the knife in the villain's hand and knew what
and musty one, too.
was meant by him.
"Just the thing!" the gambler declared.
With a bound he was upon him.
"Well, now we want some chloroform," remarked Pete.
He seized the wrist of the would-be assassin and gave it
"It'll be easier than hittin' or stabbin' him."
such a wrench that the knife was dropped.
"All right. You go and get it. You are disguised, .a ny"Thank you, boy!" said Jim, who could tell that the boy
how, and you will be the best one to do it. Then send a was innocent. "I've got ,him now."
boy to find Young Wild West as soon as possible. It is
He had the man by the throat now and was squeezing
quite likely the boys are keeping tab on his whereabouts, so hard that he was choking and gasping.
for the young upstart has created a great deal of excitement
Wild had drawn a six-shooter now.
in the city."
He stood over Dan and Pete, who had made no move to
do.
to
Pete knew just what
get up as yet.
Dan
He went out of the building with Ketch, leaving
"Are you all right, Jim?" he asked.
and the Spider to wait in it until he came back.
"Yes, I've got my man," was the reply.
the
Ketch was to go to the hotel and stay here until
"Well, I've got two of them. I am going to shoot the
·
thing was over.
first one who attempts to nm away, too. Boy, you run out
Wild did not remain out very late.
and fetch a policeman."
It was about half-past nine when he came back to the
"All right, sir!" and away went the boy.
hotel with Jim Dart.
"Get up!" said our hero to the fallen ruffians.
• Ch~yenne Charlie had decided to i?tay with Sam Spud for
They obeyed quickly enough.
a wh:.z..
"Whe1·e is the cowboy who got hurt in a fight?" he went
They had just got into the hotel and were talking with on.
Steve Dave1;port when a boy came hurriedly up to our hero.
"We don't know anything about it," came from Dan.
"Say!" said the boy earnestly; ','you're Young Wild West
"You don't, eh ? "
'
ain't you?"
"No."
"Yes," was the reply.
"But you thought you were working a nice trick, though,
"Well, one of your cowboys got stabbed in a fight. They didn't you?"
"It must be a mistake."
took him in an old house, 'cause he said he didn't want to
"You are right on that. It was the mistake of your lives.
go to no hospital. He wants you to come an' git him. I
heard a man say that the doctor said he stood no chance Do you know what I am going to do with you? I am going
to live."
to have you locked up and I am going to press the charge
"Do you know where he is?" asked Wild, never thinking against you."
that it was a trap he was falling into.
Jim had let up on the Spider now, and he stood over
"Yes, I know right where the cowboy is. Come on! I'll him, his revolver in his hand.
As Wild said he was going to have them locked up, the
take you thP.re. A couple of his gang is with him."
Spider gathered himself together and took a desperate
Wild and Jim waited for another minute.
'
They followed the boy from the hotel, and straight for chance.
the old building he went.
He made a dive between Dart's legs and , succeeded in upIt so happened that the boy was perfectly innocent in setting him.
Out through the doorway he went, and, reaching the
what he was doing.
Pete Hogg had come upon him as he and Ketch were street, he ran for all he was worth.
He got around the corner before Jim got started after him.
leaving the house, and while the gambler hurried on to the
The boy caught a glimpse of him as he darted into a hallhotel, he told the boy a great story about the fictitious fight.
The boy had been glad to be of assistance, just because way half a block up and was going to fire at him, when it ocit was one of Young Wild West's cowboy champions that curred to him that he was in a city and it would be best
not to.
had been hurt.
But. he marked the house well in his mind and ran back
The old house was on a very narrow street a few blocks
to Wild.
from the hotel Dean Ketch was stopping at.
Just then the boy appeared with a policeman.
As they came to it our friends saw that the door was
Wild quickly explained the situation, and then at the voint
onen and a faint light came from the little hallway.

•
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of a revolver the Hogg brothers were made prisoners and
rendered so they could not get away.
• Another policeman was summoned, and then while Wild
and the boy went along with the one who had the prisoners,
Jim and the second one made for the house into which Tim,
·
tl:e Spider, had gone.
When they got there they found the startled occupants
1
gathered in the hall.
In reply to a query from the officer one of them stated
that a man had rushed through and out of the back door.
Then he had jumped a board fence to the next yard and
made off.
Then they hurried to the nearest police station and an
ala.rm was sent out.
Wild was there ma.king a charge when Jim and the officer
came in.
The result was that Dan and Pete Hogg were locked up,
pending examination.
Wild and Jim promised to be at court the next morning
at ten, and then started back for the hotel.
The boy who had played such a part in the scheme went
along with them and assured them over and over again that
he was innocent as to what was going on. ·
They believed him.
"What is your name?" Wild asked.
"Willie Daniels:'' was the reply.
"Well, here is something for you."
Our hero handed him a five-dollar bill.
"I don't want it," said, the boy. "I am awful glad I was
able to help, after I was the one that g-ot you to come to
the old house. I don't want the money."
"Well, I want you to take it."
The boy no longer hesitated.
Wild did not wait for the cowboys to get in.
He retired, and so did Jim.
But the next morning he found that they had all turned
up, though some of them were feeling very bad.
At ten o'clcck Wild and Jim went around to the court
and told their story, commencing from the time they left
Denver.
The Hogg brothers were held without bail to await the
action of the grand jury.
As our friends could prove nothing against Ketch since
he had been in the State of Missouri, they simply stated
that they suspected that he was at the bottom of the whole
thing.
When they sat down to dinner at the hotel they met Le
Roy and his intended and her fatl1er.
They all appeared to be very happy.
After dinner Davenport brought the papers to them.
The one Wild had visited came out with an apology and
stated what Wild had said to the editor in an interview.
The article wound up hv saying that there were those in
Kansas City who would like to have it proved to them that
Young Wild West's cowboy champions really were champions, and went on to suggest tha t there was a square in the
city that the city officials would no doubt be glad to turn
over to them for an hour or two, just to see what they
could do.
"As that is really a challenge, I will accept it," said Wild.
"Just to make it interesting, we will have the wedding take
place in the square, too."
That afternoon Wild called on the mayor and other officials and received permission to give an hour's exhibition
in the square.
Then Wild visited the newspaper offices and told them
to announce that his cowboy champions would give arl. exhibition in the square at three the next day, and that one
of the features would be the marriage of Le Roy, his champion broncho buster, to his sweetheart.
The next morning when the papers came out the city became worked up as it had not been since the last negro riot
.
on election night.
The principal business places soon had cards in the windows declaring that they would be closed from two till five
that afternoon.
All arrangements were made for the wedding.
Wild saw to it that all the men kept perfectly straight
that morning.
It was a little before three o'clock when our hero started
from the hotel mounted on his sorrel stallion, Spitfire.
Behind him, side by side. rode La Roy and Nellie Dill,
and following them were Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart.
Then came the other eig:ht cowboys, two abreast, while

I

the rear contained a caniage in which were Steve Davenport and a clergyman.
Wild had decided upon no particular programme.
.
He was going to do what came in his head.
He now came to the conclusion . that the first thmg in
order would be a cowboy quadrille on horseback.
They gave the performance, one of the prominent _ba~ds
, of the city, which had been hired by Davenport, furmshmg
.
the music.
This lasted ten minutes, and then Wild thoug:ht it best
to have the marriage ceremony take place.
So he rode out in the center of the square and announced it.
There was a roar of applause and a sea of hats waved in
.
.
the air.
As Wild started to ride back, so the contractmg parties
and the clergyman could come out, a man darted from the
crowd and fired a shot at Young Wild West from a revolver.
It was Tim, the Spider!
The villain missed hitting him and was in the act of
firh1g again when our hero wh,pped out his six-shooter and
shot him dead.
- -\-

CHAPTER XII.
CONCLUSION.

!

Young Wild West had given a performance that no one
expected to see.
Once more Wild announced that the wedding ceremony
would now take place.
Le Roy and Nellie Dill rode to the center of the square,
which was walled in by the throng, and joined hands.
Then the clergyman stepped up and quickly made them
man and wife.
Wild had purchased about a hundred glass balls, and he
next announced that he would do some fancy shooting with
a six-shooter from the back of his horse.
Cheyenne Charlie rode around in a circle ahead of him
tossing the balls in the air, and the dashing young deadshot proceeded to break them.
Le Roy came next with an ugly broncho that had been
secured for the purpose.
He gave a fine exhibition, and in less than ten minutes
had subdued the beast.
'.l:hen Cheyenne Charlie performed some feats of riding
at full speed and picking up handkerchiefs and hats.
.Jim Dart followed with a similar act.
Then it went on, each cowboy doing some particular feat
that was out of the common, until all had showed themselves before the crowd.
The exhibition wound up with a general shooting at glass
balls by all hands at one time while they rode around the
square in a circle.
One of the most interested spectators of the lot was Dean
Ketch.
He was present with the editor of the paper that had
spoken disparagingly of Wild.
"I gu\!SS you had better give the boy a good write-up,"
he said to the editor. "I am satisfied that nothing can
equal him in this part of the world."
"You are right, Ketch," was the reply. "I made a mistake when I roasted him in the paper. He is a yard wide
and all wool!"
"I should like to have him know that I haven't any hard
feelings against him."
"Whv don't you walk up to him like a man, then? Tell
him it is all off, and that you are so1Ty that you ever tried
to stop him from getting the herd of cattle here according
to contract."
"Well, I think I will meet him at the hotel and tell him
I am so1Ty for what I have done."
It was just before they were going to sit down to the
wedding banquet at the hotel that Dean Ketch and the
editor appeared.
The latter had been invited.
He sought out Young Wild West and told him that a man
t
wished to see him.
"Who is it'?" asked Wild.
"Dean Ketch," was the reply.
"All right. Fetch him here."
The guests we'.l:e nearly all seated at the table when Wild
got up to meet the gambler.
0
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"Ladies and gentlemen," said he, for there -were several
of the former there, "I want to tell you that the man who
tried so hard to keep us from bringing the herd of cattle
through from Denver is here for the purpose of making an
apology to me. He · wants you to all hear what he says."
Instantly there was a deep silence and every eye was
tm·ned upon the gambler.
"What Young Wild West says is right, ladies and gentlemen," Ketch said in a steady tone of voice. "I'll admit
that I tried hard to keep him from getting the hundred cattle here, so I could win the bet with Davenport. But it was
no use! Nothing can stop Young Wild West when he once
makes a start. And now, right before you all, I humbly
beg the pardon of the Champion Deadshot of the West!"
"Set down, Ketch!" sang out the cattleman from the head
of the table. "You might as well help eat up ther grub.
I'm spendin' ther money I won from yer, so yer might as
well have a share of ther grub."
The banquet was just over when word came that the
Hogg bTOthers had escaped from the jail.
It was dark by this time, since the great "feed," as Davenport called it, had taken some time to be disposed of.
Wild looked at his watch.
_Char_lie and Jim hastily got their hats and left the hotel
with him.
Somehow it occurred to Wild that it would be a good idea
to go around to the old house and look for the villains.
He promptly started that way, followed by Charlie, Jim
and two policeraen.
As they near~d the ch_eap hotel the gambler was stopping
at they saw h1m stand.mg on the veranda.
Neither of our friends knew where he had been staying,
but when they now saw him they took it for granted that
it was his headquarters.
They were within fifty feet of him, when around the opposite corner a man came.
It was Pete Hogg!
"There is one of our men," said Wild. "Wait! Let's see
what he's up to."

They paused and drew back in a shadow.
Pete Hogg came up to Ketch and caught ~m by lthe arm .•
A few words passed between them in whispers and then
.
Ketch handed the villain some money.
As Pete started off Wild stepped out on the sidewalk.
"I'll follow him!" he exclaimed. "The rest of you keep
about a hundred feet behind me."
Wild was not ·surprised when he saw Pete make for the
old house.
Then he entered.
The door had S?arcely closed when our hero sprang for.
.
ward and op~ned it.
He ~ad his revolver m. his hand now, and, seeing two
crouchmg forms, he exclaimed:
"Hands up!"
Then he sprang around so they could not get to any
0th er part of the house.
did
.
Taken completely by surpnse, Pete and Dan Hogg
not offer to make a move. for the space of a second.
Then they bot? dashed mto ~he street.
But Young Wild yvest was right after them.
. He caught. the hindermost one bY: the collar and gave
h1m such a Jerk that he fell upon his back.
fthejifi: up!" Wild exclaimed. "There is no use."
Pete ran squarely into the arms of Jim Dart, and a minute later the handcuffs were on his wrists.
Back to the jail they were taken in triumph by the two
officers.
Right here we may as well state that they were sentenced
to prison for long terms when the trial was over.
And the day following their capture Dean Ketch left for
Denver, glad to get off so easily.
Young Wild West and his cowboy champions bade goodby to Davenport and set out for home.
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD WEST'S
EVEN CHANCE; or, ARIETTA'S PRESENCE OF MIND."
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HELP ~{OUR COUNTRY!
SOLDIER AND SAILOR INSURANCE .
If a soldier or sailor is killed and he has a wife
and children, the government will provide compensation for the wife, so long as she rern'.ains unmarried and support for the children until they become
eighteen years of age.
These payments range from $25 for a widow
alone to $57 .50 for a widow and four children. If
the man is totally disabled the government will
make a fixed monthly payment to him ranging from
$30 a month, if he is married, to $75 a month, if he
has a wife and three or more children. Should he
be so helpless as to require a nurse or attendant he
will be given up to $20 additional. Should he lose
both feet, bpth hands, or both eyes, or be permanently bedridden,. he will be paid $100 a month,
whether he is a bachelor or married.
THE BOY SCOUTS AND THE LIBERTY LOAN.
The report of the work of the Boy Scouts of
America in the seeond Liberty Loan drive has been
made public. It shows that the Boy Scouts were
directly responsible for the sale of $101,133,GOO in
bonds.
This means that they procured 51/2 per cent. of
the total subscriptions to the loan, and the number
of bonds they sold show that they secured one subscription out of every eighteen.
This is a splendid record for the boys of America
and a hopeful sign for the future of the country
vrhen the boys of the land are willing and able to
perform such valuable public service.
It is to leave them such a national heritage as our
forefathers of the Revolution bequeathed to their
descendants that the proceeds of the Liberty Loan
are to be used.
STENOGRAP HERS ARE WANTED.
John A. Mcllheny, president of the United States
Civil Service Commission at Washington, D. C.,
makes the following patriotic appeal:
"The United States government is in urgent need
of thousands of typewriter operators and stenographers and typewriters. All who pass examinations
for the departments and offices at Washington, D.C.,
are assured of certification for appointment. It is
the manifest duty for citizens with this special
knowledge to use it at this time where it will be
of the most value to the government. Women especially are urged to undertake this office work. Those
who have not the required training are encouraged
to undergo instruction at once.
"Examination s for the departmental service for
both men and women are held every Tuesday in 450
of the principal cities of the United States, and
applications may be filed with the commission at
Washington, D. C., at any time.

"The entrance salary ranges from $1,000 to $1,200
a year. Advancement of capable employees to higher
salaries is reasonably rapid.
"Applicants must have reached their eighteenth
birthday on the date of examination.
"For full information in regard to the scope and
character of the examination and for application
blanks address the United States Civil Service Commission, Washington, D. C., or the secretary of the
United States Civil Service Board of Examiners at
Boston, Mass.; New York, N. Y.; Philadelphia, Pa.;
Atlanta, Ga.; Cincinnati, Ohio; Chicago, Ill.; St.
Paul, Minn. ; St. Louis, Mo. ; New Orleans, La.; Seattle, Wash.; San Francisco, Cal. ; Honolulu, Hawaii,
or San Juan, Porto Rico."
WAR-SAVIN GS CERTIFICAT ES.
A United States War-Savings Certifaate, Seriet
of 1918, will be an obligation of the United States
when, and only when, one or more United States
War-Savings Stamps, Series of 1918, shall be affixed thereto. Each of such certificates will have
spaces for 20 such stamps, and each of such stamps
thereto affixed will have a maturity value of $5 on
January 1, 1923, which will accordingly give each
such certificate when bearing its full complement of
such stamps, a maturity value of $100 on said date.
No certificate will be issued unless at the same time
one or more War-Savings Stamps shall be purchased
and affixed thereto, but no additional charge will be
made for the certificate itself. The name of the
owner of each certificate must be written upon such
certificate at the time of the issue thereof.
PAYMENT AT MATURITY.

Owners of War-Savings Certificates will be entitled to receive on January 1, 1923, at the Treasury Department in Washington, or at a money-order
post-office, upon surrender of such certificates and
upon compliance with all other provisions thereof,
$5 in respect of each War-Savings Stamp, Series of
1918, then affixed thereto, but no post-office shall be
required to make any such payment until ten days
after receiving written demand therefor.
PAYMENT PRIOR TO MATURITY.

Any owner of a War-Savings Certificate, at his
option, will be entitled to receive at any time after
January 2, 1918, and prior to January 1, 1923, at a
money-order post-office, upon surrender of his certificate and upon compliance with all other provisions thereof, in respect of each War-Savings Stamp,
Series of 1918, then affixed to such certificate, the
amount of the face of the stamp or stamps affixed,
plus 1 cent per month for each stamp, but no postoffice shall -make any such payment until ten days
after receiving written demand therefor
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DICK DEN.TON'S SCHOOLDAYS
-OR-

OF THE HIGrIS AND LOWS
THE WAR
'
By DICK ELLISON
(A Serial Story.)
\

CHAPTER IX (Continued).
" 'Fraid cat!" sneered Dick. "You go, Dutch.
You'll know the room for the cloor stands open, and
you'll get all the light' you want through the window
in the hall." '
Fritz hurried off, and the rest climbed out of the
window.
As Dick had said, it was a trail which n,o one could
lose.
There were no regular grounds laid out about the
Dudman House. It just stood in the woods with a
lawn reaching down to the lake.
The trail led across the yard, and entered the
woods.
Dick had never even thought of carrying a lantern, for the moon made it as bright as ~ay.
~nee in the woods they could see a light at some
distance ahead of them.
"They have got him in the pine grove, where the
swings are," said Dick.
They pushed on, and soon came in sight of what
was transpiring in the pine grove.
It was a mean piece of business, and no mistake.
Six to one is no fair fight.
There were six boys here, all wearing silk mufflers
over the lower part of their faces to serve as masks.
It was just as Dick had foreseen.
'Poor Peekaboo was down, and they were burying
him in the snow, with nothing on but his nightshirt.
His head stuck out, and two of the boys were holding it down, while two others heaped on the snow
with shovels.
Poor Peekaboo appeared to have lost his scanty
supply of English altogether in his fright.
He was calling out somethih~ in Korean.
"By thunder, I know who piloted them in," murmured Archie. "It's Billy Smith; I know him by his
overcoat. One of the fellows holding down the
Korean's head, don't you see?"
"The wretches!" breathed Dick. "That poor fellow might get pneumonia from such treatment. Now
then, boys!"
"Sand! Sand! Sandy!" yelled Archie.
"At the coward! Show no mercy to those who
daren't show their faces!" bawled Dick.
The rush followed.

The Korean's tormentors lost not an instant in
taking to their heels.
"After them!" shouted Dick. "Run 'em down, fellows! Every mother's son of them shall be stripped
naked and served as they have served Peekaboo!"
"'Piazza!" he added, "you and Dutch stay behind
and look after the Korean. By Jove, this is shameful! As for Billy Smith, he shall have a double
dose!"
Billy Smith, be it understood, wa~ one of the nobodies who had gone over to the Highs.
Meanness and cruelty do not breed courage.
The Highs, for of course the masked boys cou;d
')e no one else, did not stand upon the order of their
~oing, but simply legged it for all they were worth.
They had a good start, too, and as they had thrown
,way their shovels there was nothing to burden
them.
By the time Dick and his crowd gained the road
the enemy could be seen sprinting flhead of them
~or aJI they were worth.
"We must catch them!" panted Dick.
"No use, I'm afraid," said Archie. "They have
~ot the lead, and are likely to keep it. There! They
.
separate!"
T,vo had taken to the ice, and were now leggmg
it over the lake.
The remaining four stuck to the road.
"Follow me, Arch!" cried Dick. "Billy Smith is
one of those who have taken the ice. We m.ust get
him, the traitor! He was always picking at poor
Peekaboo! Oh, if we had only t~1 the Greenhorn's
1~
warning and kept watch!"
"Shall we go on after the others? houted Scotty.
"Sure! Catch 'em if you can. Th p the stuffing
out of them! They deserve no mercy!"
Dick and Archie darted for the lake.
This was just where they found themselves at the
same disadvantage that the Highs had been in time
of the fight on the skating ground.
The two Highs had rubbers, Dick and Archie ha'cl
none ..
On the lake a crust had formed on the snow which
was almost as slippery as clear ice would have been.
Still the two Lows did gain a little, and Dick was
beginning to have hopes when the boys ahead of
them disappeared around Bean island.
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This was a high, rocky islet well out in the lake,
which carried a scanty growth of pines.
"They will strike well around the island! Head
them off!" shouted Dick.
They made the tuxn and were almost at the island
when Dick's feet flew out from under him, and he
,vent down with a terrible thump.
"Great Scott! are you hurt?" demanded Archie,
halting.
"I'm blest if I know," panted Dick. "The daylights are nearly knocked out of ·me. By Jove, I
believe I've...i;;prained my ankle. Arch.! Anyhow,
I'm given it a terrible twist!"
Archie helped him to his feet.
"This settles it, I suppose," he said.
"It certainly does," replied poor Dick, dolefully.
"Never mind. They shall pay for this. The
Greenhorn will tell us who is at the bottom of this
dirty business. If he don't, Mac will."
"If they knew, but I don't believe they do," said
A;:chie. "Can you walk?"
"I ca~1 hobble."
'" Put your hand on my shoulder."
"Oh, I'll get along somehow. I-by gracious,
Arch! The ghost!"
Archie gave a gasp!
He had seen it even as Dick spoke. '
We say "it," because all ghosts should be designated that way.
But what the boys saw was a man standing at
the very en<l of .a projecting rock on Bean Island,
about forty feet up in the air.
He was dressed in rags, and wore no hat.
A tangled yellow beard covered his face, and long
hair of the same color hung down about his shoul.
ders.
His hands were raised above his head as though
he was about to take a dive off the rock.
It was the same strange form which the boys had
r,een in the moonlight, in the £'arret of the Dudham
Fouse weeks before.

CHAPTER X.
AFTER THE MIDNIGHT RAID.

Dick Denton and Archie Rounds were so taken
aback by the sight of the man on the TQck that for
a moment neither uttered a word.
"Great Scott! If he jum1','.l off there he's done
for!" gasped -Archie at last.
"He seems to have no intention of jumping," said
Dkk. "Look him over well, Arch. Can you see any
resemblance to your father? You may never!et
~
as good a chance again."
' "Not a bit," replied Archie. "It was only a\( ut
the eyes and the way he looked at me that ni~
He is not close enough for me to see that now."
"He don't seem disposed to jump."
"No. What sha11 we do, Dick?"
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"What c.an we do?"
"I don't see how we can get upon that rock with
all the snow there must be on Bear Island."
"I know I never could 'with my lame foot."
A wild laugh was heard behind them.
The boys turned, but could see nothing.
"By Jove, this is getting hot!" cried Dick. "Did
you make that noise, Arch?"
"Certainly not! · How can you suppose such a
thing?"
"Look! Look! The ghost has gone!"
Dick had turned hiJ eyes back toward the island.
Sure enough, the strange figure had disappeared.
Again the laugh was heard behind them.
"What is it?" cried Dick. "I .must and will
know!"
"vVhatever it is, don't accuse me of putting up
a job on you," said Archie, in an aggrieved tone.
"Didn't mean to," replied Dick. "I spoke without
thought."
"Oh, all right_. Say, Dick!"
"Well?"
"Mightn't somebody be hiding behind the Needle?"
The Needle was a solitary rock which projected
out of the lake about a hundred feet from the island,
rising to ·a height of about ten feet.
"Might be so. Come 'a head till we see."
.
They advanced toward the rock.
Before they had gone ten feet the same unearthly
yell was again heard.
"It certainly comes from over by the Needle,"
said Archie.
The words were 110 more than out of his mouth
than a most singular figure darted out from behind
the rock.
"A bear!" cried Archie.
"A man drsesed in a bearskin!" echoed Dick.
It was a little dwarfish figure clothed in fur of
some sort.
The face was turned toward the boys as it skurried, over the ice, app~rently on all-fours.
It was certainly the face of a man, but so weazened and wrinkled was it that it looked like the
face of some beast.
He, or it, ran in that queer crouching position,
and· in a minute gained the island and disappeared.
'
This ended it.
The .boys h°ung around a little while, waiting for
something to happen, but as nothing did, they returned to the Dudman House, Dick having a hard
time of it hobbling over the snow.
They went in through the pantry window as they
had come out.
It was now getting along toward two o'clock.
Everything was still, much to Dick's relief, for
he did not, above all other things, want the doctor, or the masters to know anything about the
quarrels between the Highs and the Lows.
(To be continued.)
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CURRENT NEWS
made journeys necessitating overnight travel and
have been moved in tourist or standard sleepers furnished by the Pullman Company. On one of the
long hauls, 8,000 men were moved from a training
camp on the western coast to a point on the eastern
coast-a distance of 3,700 miles-in a little less than
a week. The men traveled in sixteen sections, each
comprising twelve tourist cars and two bagsections
The usual plan is to wear out the soles after one
cars.
gage
varnishing, but an even longer life can be assured
by treating them once a month. Those who have
The United States is building "Blimps," the new
never tried varnish on the soles of their boots will be type of scouting dirigible originated by the British.
astonished at the length of time they wear when so The main feature of the American "Blimps," accordtreated; while last, but not least, the varnish renders ing to the October Po1nilar Science Monthly, is the
them waterproof.
addition of a blower driven by a cyclemotor and of
a second airbag or balloonet with valves to shift the
Gladys, the 24-foot python in Lincoln Park,- Chi- air at will from one bag in front to another bag in
cago, dealt an awful blow on food conservation the the rear. As a result, the ship can be "trimmed,"
other day when her semi-annual meal was forcibly (that is, its flotation in front or in the rear can be
administered by keepers. T·welve keepers with the increased at will by driving the gas where there is
aid of a sausage stuffing machine and a five-foot less air) even while it is at rest and the elevator or
pole treated her to 30 pounds of ground beef fol- vertical rudder is powerless. Curiously enough,
lowed by a 12-pound piece of beef.
there is no provision for driving the blower from
I
the main engine. Hence, the fate of the American
Captain Jamieson and Bob Cheatham bagged an Blimp depends on the doubtful endurance of a twoeleven-pound goose on Lake Worth, Texas, recently. horse-power cycle-motor. Enough water and sand
They found the waves too high for hunting from ballast are carried to pe1·mit the craft to rise the
a boat, so they content ed themselves with shooting better part of a mile; the safe altitude is actually
from the bank. Theil' luck didn't consist of the given as one and one-quarter miles. With the help
champion goose alone, but also included a big bag of the powerful airplane action of the aircraft itself,
an altitude twice as great should be attained if the
of ducks. The goose had wings seven feet long.
airbags are large enough.

Seventeen members of the family of which Harry
W. Gardner of Huron, S. D., is one, are fighting the
Kaiser. Gardner was rejected in the first draft examination. Four of his brothers and eleven cousins
are in the British army, and two uncles are in the
Canadian Overseas Forces.

,

Thirty-five years of service as a letter carrier of
the Altoona, Pa., post-office has been rounded out
by Orville E. Babcock, aged sixty. He will receive
the golden star from tho Department. In the performance of his duties he has walked 153,000 miles,
and he ,vears about five pairs of shoes a year.
The Ro<lus ham still is in an excellent state of
preser ·ation and untouched in the old Rodus smokehouse near Excelsior Springs, Mo. Dan Rodus, the
owner of this ancient piece of pork, says that his
father, Henry Rodus, put the ham away to cure in
1880, but he died before it was fully cured. It has
been left hanging in the smokehouse. It has shrunk
from 29 to 15 pounds, and is so hard that it would
bf! diff.cult to drive a nail into it.

·.

T roop n ovement figures up to November 24 indicate that the railroads of this country have safely
transport"d approximately 1,500,000 soldiers to
training cmnps and embarkation points since Au.irnst 1. Five hundred thousand of these men have

In order to combat the German machine guns the
French of late have introduced a new quick-firing
cannon of such construction that it can be readily
carried forward by attacking infantry, says the
United Service Gazette. Thus the skirmishers are
able to put enemy machine guns out of action by
well directed shots from their 37-millimeter cannon,
which they can carry along with them. The French
"37" is a befitting companion to the famous "75,"
which has figured so prominently in the French campaigns to date. The smaller weapon has every feature of its larger brother, including quick firing
breech mechanism, accurate sights and automatic
recoil. Lying out on open ground, two men can fire
up to thirty-five high-explosive shells per minute.
The shells measure about one and one-half inches in
diameter, and the gun has a range well above a mile
for accurate shooting. This odd little field piece can
be readily taken apart and carried by six or eight
men, and is available for use in advanced positions
as well as in the open. It is a most workmanlike
piece of armament for use under the conditions p1;evailing on the western front,

,
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TH[ WH il E GIRL QUEEN OF THE YAQUIS
By "PAWNEE JACK"
(A SERIA L STORY)
down, my boys, and now all you have to do is to line
it out and circle the bases just once. Go in and
win!"
HILLCREST WINS.
"They can't do it, you know!" cried Bert Spell"You must beat them, Bob I" said Vivian to Bob man.
"Don't let them hit the ball hard, Tom!" called
Wilson.
Aline.
a
all
"We will," he said confidently. "That was
Tom smiled at her, and said reassur ingly:
fluke, just now. That chap that bunted so success"I'll hold them down, if I can."
fully couldn 't do it again in a month. In fact, it's
"You can do it, I know you can!" eagerly.
the first time I have seen him succeed at it this
"Oh, go 'long with you, sis," said Oliver Ardner ,
season. "
in from the field and heard what his
"Do you think you can hold them down, Tom?" who was coming
time I'll make a home-r un hit,
"Next
sister said.
asked Aline.
sure!"
"Yes, I think so," modestly.
"No, you won't! If you do you had better not
"They'l l be more confident now, you know, and it
come home very soon. I'll pull your hair all out!"
will be harder to hold them."
There was a laugh at this sally.
"True; but I think I can do it."
"You're on the wrong side, Ardner ," called out a
Then they hastene d back, as the umpire had called
Hillcre st adheren t.
out, "Play ball!"
"I'm the best judge as to that," replied Oliver.
box,
batter's
the
in
place
Again Tom took his
"He'll wish he was on our side before the game
determ ined to score a hit, if possible.
said Bert Spellman.
ends,"
and
,
The Bluffto n pitcher deliver ed a swift inshoot
pitched as though his life depended on it,
Tom
fairly,
ball
the
Tom stepped back quickly, and met
and the result was that the Bluffton battc:·s went
driving it betwee n first and second.
The right-fi elder ran up and got the ball and out in one, two, three order. to 5 !
Ten innings, and the score 5
threw to first, but was an instant too late. Tom
It was certain ly a great game.
was safe on firnt.
Bert
"Now go in, fellows, and bat out a run," said Ben
ed
squeak
dozen!"
a
make
"Here's where we
Thomas. "Here is where we can win, if we go at
Spellm an.
with a vim."
"Yes, here's whe1·e you make a dozen- errors! " it
"You'll win-n ot!" yelled a Blufftonite.
retorte d a Bluffto nite sarcast ically.
"When you win, let us know!" from another .
"We
"Oh, talk not so foolishly," replied Bert.
"We won't have to let you know-:r-you'll know it
haven't made a dozen errors during the season. "
t telling, " squeaked Bert Spellman.
withou
Just then the batter struck out, and a whoop of
and Bob would not be at bat for h while, and
Tom
joy went up from the Bluffto n adheren ts.
up and sat down beside Aline and
"One down!" yelled a rooter. "Only two more, so they went
Vivian.
my boys, and the game is ours!"
"Oh, I hope that you will beat them!" said Aline.
the
ng
accenti
"Only two more!" squeak ed Bert,
"And so do I hope so!" from Vivian.
"only," and the Hillcre st adhere nts laughed loudly,
"We'll do our very best," said Tom.
and clapped their hands.
"That's whaJ;. we will!" from Bob.
The next batter struck out, however, and the BluffThe Hillcre~ atters coul<l not find the ball, howand
,
delight
tonites cheered wildly and yelled their
ever, for the ,-rt1er team's pitcher was doing fine
made many derisiv e remark s.
out quickly, only four men going
The third batter up made a scratch hit that ad- work. They went
bat.
to
vanced Tom to second, but the next man up flailed
Tom and Bob did not get a chance to bat that
the 'atmosp here, and the side was out.
it out with Urn o·irk
"No run!" yelled a Blufftonite. "You hold them inninl!. so sat
CHAP TER III.
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"Too bad!" breathed Aline, when the side was out.
"Oh, well, we'll do the same to them," smiled Tom.
"I hope so."
"Come on, Bob," and the two leaped down and
took their places.
"Play ball!" ordered the umpire.
The Bluffton players got only one man on base
that inning, and it ended with a goose egg.
Eleven innings, and the score still 5 to 5 !
The adherents of both teams were beginning to
be greatly excited. They could not sit still.
They yelled left-handed compliments back and
forth, and each side was sure that its team was
going to win.
"Say, this game has gone on long enough," squeaked Bert Spellman. "Let's go in and end it, fellows!"
"That'll be easy for you to do," yelled a Blufftonite in reply. "You won't make any, and we'll make
a run, and that'll end it-see?"
"No, I don't see it that way," was the little chap's
reply. ''If anybody makes a run it'll be one of our
fellows."
But the Hillcrest players failed to score, and the
Bluffton team had a chance at the bat.
With no better success, however, for not a man
saw second.
Twelve innings, and still the score was even. It
seemed that neither side could make a run.
"Say, I want to get home in time for supper!"
cried a Hillcrest adherent. "Go in and win the
game."
"Let's get a run or two this time, boys!" said
Ben Thomas, the Hillcrest team's captain.
"All right; you're the first man up. You start
the ball rolling," said Tom.
"I'll do the best I can."
And he did. He made a clean hit, and got safely
to first.
"Hurrah! The fireworks have begun!" cried Bert
Spellman. "A man on first and nobody out! Oh-h !
Here's where we gather them in by the basketfuls !"
"You can hold all the runs you'll get in a pint
cup!" yelled a Blufftonite, derisively.
"Don't you believe it, my friend!" retorted Bert.
"It'll require bushel backets, and lots of them."
But Bert was wrong. The next three batters
went out in one, two, three order-the first on a
pop fly, the second on a foul, and the third struck
out.
"Wh.at about the bushel baskets?" roared a Blufftonite.
"We'll need them in the next inning," replied
Bert.
"Say, we'll buy those baskets . of you," cried a
Bluffton adherent. "We will need 'em this inning,
and you won't have any use for 'em-:-see?"
.'•:!>.
But the Bluffton players had no 1 ~ of the basill the score
kets, either. They failed to score, a~
·
stood 5 to 5.
"Say, it's no use talking, something has just got
t.o be done!" cried Bert Spellman. "I'm getting hun-

•

gry, and I'm not going to stay here and play ball
when 'it is supper-time!"
"You will get to supper after this inning," cried
a Bluffton adherent. "W c are going to win out this
time sure!"
The Hillcrest poys went in to make some runs this
time, and they were successful.
They got a man on third and one on second, and
then Tom came to the plate and knocked the ball
clear over the fence for a home run.
Then the Hillcrest crowd went wild. They screamed and yelled for five minutes. The umpire motioned for silence, presently, and the noise subsided.
The Blufftonites were silent. They felt that their
case was dubious, now. They . realized that they
did not have much chance to win.
The Hillcrest players made no more runs, but they
had made plenty, for Tom held the Bluffton players
down and prevented them from making any runs
in their half, and the game was over.
Hiller.est had won in by the score of 8 to 5. And
with it they had won the championship for the season, so they had a right to be happy.
"Oh, I am so glad you won!" cried Aline, when
Tom and Bob came over to where the two girls
were, after the game ended.
"And so am I!" from Vivian.
"And so are we!" laughed the two youths in unison.

CHAPTER IV.
THE DEATH OF "GREASER JOE."

The Hillcrest players and the students in general
were delighted because of their victory over the
Bluffton team.
The Bluffton team and its adherents were correspondingly cast down, but they declared that they
would even up matters in football later on.
"That remains to be seen," laughed Ben Thomas.
"We can play football a bit ourselves."
"That's all right," replied Harry Fellows; "we'll
trim you, sure."
"When you do, we will aclmowledge it."
The Bluffton players and students got ready and
took their departure as quickly as possible, for they
were feeling anything but happy, and the jollity of
the Hillcrest people jarred on them not a little.
The Hillcrest players and students went to the
college building, and the citizens of the village went
to their homes.
The players went straight to the gymnasium and
each and every player took a shower bath and rub
down, the while they talked· of the game, and discussed the different plays that had been made by
players on both teams.
(To be continued.)

!
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INTERESTING TOPICS
WOULD EAT MUSKRAT FLESH.
Muskrat fll:lsh is to be recommended to the National Food Administration as a substitute for meats
now in use, according to a report submitted to the
Winona, Minn., Chamber of Commerce by local trappers. According to the report, the trappers assert
a million pounds of muskrat flesh goes to waste annually in the Upper Mississippi Valley. Muskrat
meat has been offered for sale in Winona at from
five to seven cents a pound.
LEFT A SECRET DEPOSIT.
The three brothers and two sisters of Frank A.
Friese, who died in Chambersburg, Pa., a few days
ago, were surprised when informed by a local bank
that their brother had on deposit $6,167.91.
Friese, who was a bachelor, conducted a huckster
route in that city. His outfit was of a dilapidated
character and he was looked upon as a m~m in rather
stringent circumstances. He left no will.
The heirs are Wiliam J. Friese, Leonard Friese
and Charles Friese, all of Philadelphia, and Mrs.
Eliza Miller and Mrs. Mary E. Neady, of Chambersburg.
STUMBLES ON FORTUNE.
C. E. Ellsworth, janitor at the public school building, Greensburg, Pa., swept out the rooms as usual
the other night. A bit of paper caught his eye and
he read that he was heir to half an estate of $600,000.
The estate is that of Robert I. Ellsworth, aged
eighty-eight, who died eightec-1 1\nonths ago at his
home in Washing-ton and left his entire fortune to
his nephew in Greensburg, and his sister, Mrs. Elvina Bindon, of Washington.
The nephew had lost all trace of his uncle, neither
having seen nor heard from him for more than forty
years. Soon after he received notice of his fortune
from an attorney.
SIOUX INDIANS BELP IN DIGGING
POTATOES.
Sioux Indians to the number of 500 invaded the
counties of Box Butte and Sheridan in northern Nebraska recently and played the roles of saviours o
the white man's potato crop. These two counties
produce in excess of 1,250,000 bushels of potatoes
each year, giving the largest yields in the State.
At least half of this crop was threatened with loss
this fall because of the shortage of labor to do the
picking, but the S. 0. S. call the growers sent out
was responded to by Chief Philip Romero, a Carlisle
,graduate and a real Indian leader.

The invading party consisted of braves, squaws
and pappooses. And all but the smallest of them
worked. They were paid by the acre, and the more
expert of them were able to make between $6 and
$7 a day. They camped outside the city limits,
where they staged a few dancing parties for the
palefaces and where they were able to reduce the
visible supply of dogs with ease.
ELK HUNTING POOR.
Not in years has elk hunting been so poor along
the boundaries of the .Yellowstone Park as it. has
this year, because there has been no snow to drive
the animals across the line, according to James
Friend, a forest ranger stationed at Buffalo Fork,
Mont. Friend returned to Gardner, following a
long patrol through the Buffalo, Hell Roaring and
Slough Creek territory, a favorite haunt for hunters and usually the fall and winter range for vast
herds of elk.
This year, he reported, the elk have all remained
in the mountains of the park; where there is as yet
no snow and the feed is good. He stated also that
no elk have crossed at Jardine, where they were
wont to come in large numbers. Friend also reported to the forestry office here that he had killed
eleven bears this season, most of them being silvertips and grizzlies.
INSECTS SPOIL BRIDGE.
In a little over three years the teredo, the pile
borer,. and limnoria, a little sand flea bug, have
entirely covered some of the piling of the South Bay
bridge near the whaling station, Aberdeen, Wash.
Probably all of the piling except those treated with a
coat of cement have been seriously damaged. Heavy
traffic over the bridge has had to be suspended for a
time.
The teredo, which enters a pile through a hole
hardly larger than that made by a pin, proceeds to
bore his way about through the centre of a stick in
holes frequently nearly half an inch in diameter.
How he ever got into the piling through the little
hole on the outside is something of a mystery, for
the teredo is a water worm that looks much like an
ordinary slug. Perhaps he enters the wood when a
baby.
While the teredo works inside the piling the limnoria works entirely on the outside, eating away
the softer wood. In appearance i'.t resembles the
sand flea very much.
Neither one of these destructive insects works in
fresh water and are not found as far up the Chehalis
river as either Aberdeen or Hoqulam.
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the basis of ten men to every flyer, about 8,000 re.cruits in this class will be necessary to complete the
organization of the corps, and it is this total that is
mentioned in the orders sent out by the Bureau of
Navigation. There is an immediate need for mechanicians in the navy's aviation service, in the ratings
of machinist's mate, c.9,rpenter's mate, quartermaster, coppersmith and blacksmith. These men, upon
enlistment, will receive special training in their several Jines, the courses prescribed for the machinist's
mates and quarterma.sters being planned to cover
three months; those for the carpenter's mates will
last about six weeks. Upon completion of training,
if qualified, they will be advanced to petty officer
grades.

..
--Grins and Chuckles
..

"Well, Bobbie, I suppose you are having a great
time these vacation days." "No, I'm not. If I go
barefooted maw makes me wash my feet every night
Jim Sant in, Seminole Indian from the Everglades, before I go to bed, and if I wear shoes and stockin's
came to Kissimmee, Fla., the other day with the I might as well be goin' to school."
skeleton of a winged snake, which he says he killed
after a hard battle-. Professor Hedges, principal
"My ma don't allow me to play with you," said the
of the high school there, sent him back after the boy with the freckles. "She says you're a bad boy."
·
skin.
"My ma don't allow me to play with you, neither,"
replied the red-headed one. "She says you're the
Elisha P. Burd, 53 years old, a well-to-do farmer worst boy in the neighborhood." "Gee! We're both
of Brass Castle, near Washington, N. J., froze to reg'lar fellers, ain't we?"
death while on his way home from a trolley car
during a storm recently. His body was discovered
"How often have I told you not to ask for a second <t'
the following afternoon. He was carrying home the helping of desert?" said Tommie's mother. "I was
first of his Christmas purchases.
only doin' what they told me to in Sunday-school,"
replied the boy. "Why, Tommie! ·what do you
Three gold nuggets, with a total valuation of mean?" "Well, the Golden Text to-day was 'Ask
$1,155, were portion of a clean-up made recently by and you shall receive,' and I'm askin', ain't I?"
Patrick Holland in his placer mine near Coffee
Creek, Cal. One of the nuggets was valued at $600,
Jimmie giggled when the teacher read the story
another at $400 and the third $155. These are the of the man who swam across the Tiber three times
largest nuggets found in the county for several before breakfast. "You do not doubt that a trained
years. The remainder of the clean-up, which swimmer could do that, do you?" "No, sir," answeramounted to $600, was in small gold, several pieces ed Jimmie, "but I wonder why he did not make it
of which were valued at $50 each.
four and get back to the side his clothes were."

Good Current News Articles

Through legislation in the Underwoo·d Tariff law
favorable to the importation of eggs, immense shipments of embalmed hen fruit a:r.e expected from
China soon. China eggs a,re much safer to handle
than the home-made product of the American hen,
but they do not make a strong appeal to the palate,
neither do they fill the constant need for nutriment.
They may offer no kitchen difficulties when ordered
hard boiled, but it will require a skilful spicure to
serve them sunny side up.

The little Brimmer boy acro-ss the street is forever asking questions. "You had better keep still
or something will laappen to you," his mother told
him one night. "Curiosity once killed a cat, you
know. This made so deep an impression that the
boy was quiet for several minutes. Then he said:
"Mother, what was it the cat wanted to know?"

After several unsuccessful attempts to draw her
husband into conversation at the restaurant the wife
discov~red the cause of his abstraction to be a beauNavy recruiting officers have been instructed to tiful girl dressed in black and seated at a near by
make special efforts within the next few weeks to table. "An attractive widow,'' observed the wife
enlist men who, after intensive instruction, may be- coolly. "Yes, indeed, a very attractive ·widow,"
come eligible for appointment as first and second- agreed the husband enthusiastica11y. "Yes," sighed
class petty officers in. the Navy Flying Corps. On I the wife. "I wish I were one."
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chip,' they said, with whom they assur ed me I would
be deligh ted.
"It was a long jaunt over a wild moun tain mad,
~ut we chatt ed the time away , and at length , as the
By Colonel Ralph Fento n
hght began to fall, drew up befor e a large stone
build ing.
"I suppo se Lam eccen t~ic," said Dick Clave ring ·
" 'This is Dr. Crotc hett's ,' said one of my comstor;
a
's
there
rate,
"at least, th~y tell me so; at any
panio ps.
anen t that, 1f you care to hear it."
"As we aligh ted and ascen ded the steps , the docvote.
mous
unani
the
was
on!"
"<?:o on-g o
tor came to the door. He receiv ed us cordi ally, and
say
to
is
at
ly-th
ortab
comf
elf
hims
d
settle
Dick
the cerem ony of introd uctio n over, led the way in.
threw himse lf back in his chair , and one leg ove;. He was a tall, lank man, with a shrew d, cunni ng
the back of anoth er.
face, clothe d with one of those perpe tual smile s
.
began
:'It was a queer thing to do," he
which it would be a relief to see broke n now and
er.
Swish
'Wha t was? " asked
then by a frown .
"Tha t will be made ," said Dick, "but I suppo se
" 'Show Mr. Clave ring up, Leech,' he said to one
too."
tric,
eccen
was
he
of my frien ds; 'you know the way, and I have a
"You forge t that you haven 't told us who he was ' " word or two to say to my broth er Pelle tt here. '
said the presi dent.
"Leec h took my arm, and at the end of a long
ned
retur
lf,"
myse
him
knew
I
say
can't
I
,
hallw ay on the third floor, led me into a dimly
_"VveH
had
e
ion-h
relat
nt
lighte d room. I thoug ht it a stran ge place to conDick, thoug h I was his dista
was
I
hom
of"'w
fact,
in
ons,
duct a guest to, bu'.; made no rema rk.
none b:1t dista nt relati
or
ps,
perha
n,
reaso
that
for
was
It
t.
" 'Be seate d,' said Leech. 'I shall retur n in a
most distan
me
ed
dislik
mayb e becau se havin g never seen me, he
mom ent.'
less than the other s, that he left me all his wealt h."
"So sayin g, he stepp ed out and closed the door.
Dick had a way of begin ning a story in the midd le
"Tho ugh it was summ er the night was keen in
be
to
likely
't
wasn
that
,
ways
both
it
and work ing
that moun tain regio n, and morn ing and eveni ng
er
furth
ut
witho
So
ions.
quest
g
askin
.by
red
Lette
fires were custo mary . Feeli ng a little chilly after
interr uptio n, they allow ed him t~ proce ed on his our long ride, I attem pted to draw a chair which
own plan.
stood near the wall towa rd a heati ng appar atus at
conhe
"
sure,
"The cut-off relati ons, you mc1.y be
one end of the room.
tinue d, "look ed upon my good fortu ne with anyth ing
,"Jud ge of my surpr ise to find -the chair immov,
anter
suppl
a
me
dered
consi
They
but equan imity .
able. My curio sity was excited. 'I took a surve y of
had
who
,
short
in
er,
usurp
ary
ment
tenk,
of
a sort
the apart ment . The lamp by which it was lighte d
robbe d them of their rights .
hung from the ceilin g out of reach .· The only arti"Tho se neare st in blood tried to break the will. cles of furni ture were the statio nary chair , a small
The testat or, they said, wasn 't in his right mind iron bedstE,ad and bedd ing-t he form er fasten ed to
when he made it, and proof s were broug ht up of the wall -and a wash stand simil arly secur ed. I
many queer thing s he had said and done. But the exain ined the wind ow; it was narro w, and guard ed
jm'Y thoug ht a man co,.1ld be queer witho ut being outsid e by thick iron bars.
crazy , and so found a verdi ct estab lishin g the dis"Wha t could be the mean ing of all this? I began
puted docum ent.
to feel a tremo r comin g over me. Bead s of per"Of cours e I was hated worse than ever by the spira tion stood on my foreh ead. I ran to the door,
disap point ed claim ants; but their spite gave me essay ed to open it, but found it locked from withr.mall conce rn. With a light heart and plent y of out! I shook it violently, called loudly for Leech,
mo·1ey, a man is apt to be on good tenns with and then made despe rate effort s to kick down the
himse lf, and not to mind much what other people door; but it was too stron g and heavy , and inspecthink .
tion revea led the fact that it was thick ly plated
At
tains.
moun
the
in
er
"I went to spend a summ
with iron.
an old-fa shion ed coun try seat. half hotel and half
"A vague feelin g of terro r had drive n me almo st
pleas
and
ers
quart
le
ortab
comf
found
I
,
house
far~franti c, when a slight , grati ng noise attrac ted my
ant comp anion s-am ong the latter a couple of half- atten tion.
fledged docto rs, in whom the prank s and vagar ies
"A portio n of the door turne d outw ard, as if upon
into which the exube rance of spirit s often led me, a hinge , disclo sing a small, squar e apert ure, throu gh
seeme d to excite a lively intere st. They were con- which I disce rned the face of Dr. Crotc hett, ·with
stant ly seeki ng to draw me· out. They seem ed to
his rigid, sicke ning smile.
•
thirfk me amus ing, to find enter tainm ent in my
" 'Wha t is the mean ing of this? ' I dema nded, quite
freak s; and to grati fy them I was ever ready with
fiercely.
som~ new extra vagan ce.
" 'Come, come, Mr. Clave ring, be calm, ' said the
with
ride
a
take
to
me
d
invite
they
g1_
"One evenin
doctor, in his smoo th, hypoc ritica l tone; 'excit emen t
them to visit a ftien d in the neig·hborhood. a 'broth er

A STRANGE ADVENTURE.
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"Soon my feet had passed the end.
will do you great harm, you see. We trust you'll
"I was about to let go my hold, confiding in tho
soon be better.'
".'Better!' I exclaimed. 'Why, there's nothing on- servant's ·word as to the distance remaining. 'But
the man may have played me false,' something whisearth the matter with me.'
pered; 'he may think my death the best security
was
" 'You are scarcely the best judge of that,'
against the discovery of his bribery.'
the quiet response.
"I had been unable, while a prisoner, to look out
" 'But I tell you I was never sick in my life,' I
yelled, driven to frenzy by such insolent m~ckery. from my window upon the ground, and now all be-" 'Not exactly sick, perhaps,' returned the imper- neath was black darkness.
"For several seconds I heard nothing.
turbable doctor, 'but you ·have not been quite your"Then came a sound as of some object, far below,
self lately, you see--note quite--'
bounding from cliff to cliff.
"And he tapped his forehead significantly.
"With what speed I could I clambered b['ck into
"'Then you take me to be crazy?' I said, burstold quarters.
my
thing.
ing into a laugh at the absurdity of the
I ·heard a step outside.
''Soon
avoid
and
"'Well, well, if you only keep quiet,
th
so as to be hidden by the opening of
crouched
"I
mon
a
in
around
you
bring
excitement, we hope to
door.
the
or so.'
"Soon as it swung inwards, springing from my
"I strove to dash my fist in the scoundrel's face,
I seized the villain by the throat.
concealment,
but the aperture closed suddenly, and I only skinned
least noise, and I'll strangle yo4 !' I
the
" 'Make
,
my knuckles.
"Next morning breakfast was brought by a serv- hissed through my clenched teeth. 'Now give me
back my money!'
ant, and passed through the opening.
"'Don't choke me, and I will,' he gasped.
"This man was coarse and brutal-looking , appar"I relaxed my grasp, and the money was restored.
ently of the class not usually money-proof.
" 'Now the key,' I demanded.
"There could be no harm in making the trial, at
was handed over.
"It
any rate.
out of the door, I closed and locked
"Springing
began
and
me,
about
sum
considerable
"I had a
with an offer sufficient, as I thought, to tempt the it on my late accomplice. /
"I rushed down the stairs and along the passage
man's cupidity.
the front door.
to
to
as
way
a
such
in
but
however,
it,
"He rejected
render it evident he was only holding out for more.
"Fortunately it was early in the evening, and I
"I was too impatient to haggle.
found it open, and a few moments saw me on my
•
" 'Only help me out of this, and I will give you all way home, which I reached in safety.''
I have,' I said, naming the amount.
"But ·what about the motive of your imprison" 'I'll put you in a way of working your own way ment?" asked Farmer Longdale.
out,' he replied; 'that's the best I can do, but it must
"Oh, it was all a put-up job between the doctbrs
be a cash-up job.'
disinherited relations, to enable the latter to get
and
" 'Put the means of escape in my hands,' I an- control of my estate. The certificate of two doctors,
swered, 'and that moment the money goes into as the law stood, was enough to get a man locked up
yours.'
as a lunatic, and my good friends, Leech and Pellett,
"With my next meal my new friend brought a had done me that service.• But didn't I make it
small steel saw and a coil of rope.
warm for the whole set by an action for false im"'All you have to do,' he said, 'is to raise the sash prisonment afterwards? To avoid the consequences,
and saw through a couple of the iron bars. Then they were obliged to leave the country, and I have
wait till night, and by means of this rope, you may never heard of them since.''
safely reach the ground. It's the longest I could get,
but when you reach the end, you'll only have to droo
FAMILY IN LUCK.
a few feet. Once you're safe off, I'll come in and
it
letting
sheet,
your
as if the Perry family of Hammond,
up
looks
twist
now
It
remove the rope and
hang out of the window, so that they may think Ind., is destined to become rich thro,ugh good luck.
·
you've done all without help.'
Some weeks ago J. S. Berry, of Chicago, owner
"With one hand I received my purchase, and paid of valuable property in Louisiana, made a profit of
$17,000 on 102 acres of Irish pota,toes. A story now
the money with the other.
comes from Chicago that his brother has fust been
of
"The little tool worked like magic. In a couple
forced to acquire wealth to the amount of $5,000,000
bars,
the
of
two
through
hours I had sawn nearly
leaving barely enough to hold them in place till as the direct result of owning land in Texas.
F. H. Perry several years ago was compelled to
·
night set in.
"I could hardly wait for the darkness, put when take over some land in the Lone Star State to satisfy
it came, it took but a moment to complete the work, a debt of $200. Reluctantly he consented to take the
remove the bars, adjust the rope, and begin my de- tract of 1,280 acres. Recently he was informed t}lat
.e. auicksilver mine wa.<: found on ];Lis land.
scent.
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NEWS OF THE DAY
NAKED MAN DANCING.
Passengers on a transcontinental train passing
through Butte, Montana, were surprised by the
spectacle of a naked man dancing on the pinnacle
of a high peak within full view of the trains, at
which he shook his fist. Deputy sheriffs pursuing
the man declared they would sooner have given
chase to a Rocky Mountain goat. When finally
captured he proved to be John Nebo, a demented
miner, who had been living in a cave in the mountains for some weeks, in a state of nature.
FIRST . SHIPPING BOARD VESSEL
With the sliding of an 8,800-ton steel ship down
the ways of a Pacific Coast shipyard the other
c!i::>.y, the Shipping :Coard recorded the launching
of the first of the merchant fleet it is building.
Other accessions to the fleet will be launched in a
sh~ady programme from now on, including three
26,400-.ton steel ships and three 10,500-ton wooden
ships in the near future. The Shipping Board is
clearing a right of way for its building programme by requisitioning 1,500 railroad cars to
move fir ship timbers from the West to Eastern
yards, where the scar city of that material is holding back activity on the building of the wooden
craft.
SNAKE AND CAT PLAY.
A small black cat and a large black garden
...
snake on the ranch of George Warner, Los Angeles, Cal., arc close friends.
Warner discovered the friendship several
months ago after noticing his cat made a regular
morning visit to an old dugout on the place.
Following the animal, he found it was met by
the snake and the two played together for half
an hour or more. Warner followed the cat every
day and witnessed a friendly frolic between the
two.
Warner has become so interested in the situation of a cat and a snake becoming "pals" that
he has posted notices on the ranch that only rattlesnakes are to be killed, lest some one inadvertently
kill the cat's friend.

SNAKE A MILKER.
A reputable cow, whose honesty has never before been under suspicion, recently showed such
a marked falling off in her flow of milk that her
owner, Julius Kluge, Vesper, Wisconsin, decided
to investigate.
He noticed when returning the cow into the pasture that she made for a certain tree. It was then
that Mr. Kluge made _a second discovery, for he
saw a large snake coiled about the cow's leg and
contentedly imitating a milkman. The sna,ke was
killed and measured something over five feet in
length.
Snakes have been known to milk cows before,
according to some of the older settlers. but this

snake does not il)pear to belong to the species of
milk snake of w.tutish color that frequently is to
be found side by side with the more venomous
corn snake.
AN ICE CAVE
Two to three feet of ice throughout the cave for
its entire length of about one-quarter of a mile
was found by Frank E. Spofford, Assistant Supervisor of Surveys, as a result of the investigation
he was ordered to make by the Commissioner of
the G~eral Land Office of the cave located abbut
twenty-five miles east of Dubois, Fremont County,
Idaho.
Mr. Spofford describes the cave as being about
thirty feet wide <Jver its whole depth, with a varying height of roof of from five to twenty-five feet.
He penetrated its full length and found a great
unevenness of the base, evidently caused by falling rocks from the roof.
The country in which the cave occurs is a series
of lava beds and the cave is a lava formation.
There are no stalactites or stalagmites and Mr.
Spofford suggests that the ice formations are due
to seepage water that has frozen. Ice is present
all year. Settlers in the region are taking ice
and water from the cave for domestic use.
JAPAN'S SHIP TRADE BUILDS AIR
CASTLES
Crooked finance that had its birth and growth
in this country in the days of the oil and mining
booms is being copied .9y the Japanese, who are
in the midst of a shipping boom.
Everybody in Japan from the cookies to the
"narikin" (Japanese for mushroom millionaires)
are interested in ships, and their interest is being
capitalized in a manner that brings to mind vivid
recollections 520 Per Cent Miller ~nd others who
promised great wealth from small investments.
Advices just received from Japan tell tl}.e story
of how Japanese ship-owners are appeasing the
great desire to invest money. in ~aritime p_roI?crty. New shipping companies m Japan, 1t 1s
stated, are springing up literally like mushrooms,
mostly with small capital. Few of these companies are concerned with the actual operation of
ships. Their aims mainly are to buy, sell or charter vessels. Japanese ship owners fear a sharp
decline in the value of ocean tonnage and have
conceived a method of disposing of their vessels
without creating an aspect of a plethora of vessels
for sale.
This method is substantially as follows: A
:new steamship company is formed which takes
over the ownership of these ships at a high price.
Then stock in the new company is offered to the
public at a few yen per share. The public having
been fed up on stories of vast profits in ships, is
eager to take on these securities, which, judging
from the character of the ships, will some day not
be worth the paper they are printed on.
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AR·TICLES OE ALL KIND.',
GIRL TELEGRAPH MESSENGERS
The telegraph messenger girl, long predicted as
inevitable, has made her appearance in Butte,
Mont., and, it is said, will soon be employed in
other Montana 'wwns, since it is almost impossible to get boys. One company has put a cor}:)S
of uniform girls on duty, and is paying them
good wages.
CORN LICE BY TRILLIONS
There is a tiny louse which lives on the roots
of young corn and sometimes destroys a whole
crop in one locality. It does this by the rapidity
of its reproduction, from eleven to twenty-two
generations having been counted in one season.
It is estimated that each louse hatched in the
spring leaves in the ground at the end of the
season 319,000,000,000 descendants and 3,000,000,000,000 eggs.
SHE RUNS STREET-CAR
The street-car conductress has arrived. Just
one of her so far, but she has made a hit. She's
in Denver, Colo., on a night shift, with changemaker at her belt and transfer-punch-a nd Tetrazzini herself couldn't call the street names more
sweetly, according to patrons of the line. Nor is
it strange that the number of men carried past
their corners to the end of the line is increasing.
But there is no complaint from the men, and most
of their wives do not realize yet just what is
making them late.

TUNGSTEN FROM SOUTHERN CHINA
The American consul at Canton, in a recent
report, describes a rapidly developing exportation
of wolframite ore from several parts of China.
When the trade in this ore began, its value was
not suspected by the natives, who sold it as "iron
ore" to the Japanese at about seventeen cents a
pound. Now the average ore commands $32 gold
per hundred pounds at Canton. Much of it comes
from Chengchow Hunan province, and is carried
on human shoulders a distance of sixty miles,
then by junks 80 miles to Shiuchow, and the rest
of the way to Canton by rail. Wolfram ore is
said to occur at many places in Kwangtung province and also at places in K wangsi province.
PAYS $300 FOR 50 CENTS.
Anton Stella, a butcher, is an expert in catching half-d0llars in his teeth. The other night he
was entertaining patrons with his pet feat, and
became so accurate that he never missed. Each
time the coin went higher, and each time landed
squarely between his teeth. It pleased his audience. Finally the coin struck the ceiling. It
came down with surprising force, but Anton was
on the alert. He caught it, but not in his teeth.
It landed in his mouth and he swallowed it.
A physician hurried him to the Presbyterian
Hospital in Chicago. The coin was removed from
the butci1er's esophagus by means of an operation.
Except that his medical bill was $300, Anton
is out nothing by the mishap, as he has his halfdollar back.

ONE PRIVATE, 108 OFFICERS
A brigadier general, a colonel, six majors and
WOULDN'T ENLIST CHINAMAN.
100 captains recently commanded John Goings,
he cannot fight for the United States
late of the Third Kansas, the lone private of the in Because
with Germany, George Chin is very
war
her
Depot Brigade, at Camp Doniphan, Fort Sill, sad. He is a Chinaman, and is part owner of a
Okla. Until men from the National Army en- restaurant in Muncie, Ind. Unaware that his lack
campment at Camp Funston arrive, Goings will of citizenship prevented his being a soldier for
be the sole enlisted force of the brigade, which the
country of his adoption, George, who is husky
is to be filled with the selected soldiers. At pres- and healthy, presented himself before Lieut. Guy
ent he has five bands to give him music, but on
recruiting officer for the National Guard.
the other hand his pleasures are spoiled by the all- Hagerty,
to enlist for America," he said proudly.
want
"I
too-frequent necessity of saluting his 108 superior "America has made me a man and I want to fight
officers.
like other Americans, if there is war. I want to
show people Chinese are no cowards, besides."
Lieutenant Hagerty explained to him that owROUND UP 200 AMERICANS
to the alien laws, which prevent a Chinaman
ing
the
wearing
Americans
young
200
than
More
uniform of ambulance drivers have been rounded from becoming an American citizen, one cannot
up recently in Paris by the American military be accepted as a soldier.
"But I am now an American," said Chin dazedauthorities, the American provost marshal an"I am no longer a Chinaman. I work here.
ly.
numThe
city.
that
in
22
November
on
nounced
hers of their passports were taken, and they were I live here, I make more money here than I could
told to call at headquarters, where all but five make in China. I love America only. I becorpe
appeared. There they were informed again that a citizen if I fight for America. I know this."
Chin left the recruiting office sadly, still unthey must enlist in some branch of the active
service overseas, or they would be sent back to able to understand fully why his patriotic ofl;er
America, where they would be dealt with as the to serve the United States and to die for her, if
necessary, was rejected.
circwnstances warrant~d.
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CIGAR CASE.

'l~hi::1 lulndsome
cigar c n • e appears to be tilled
11·!th tine cliinr.,
If your fr I en cl
smokee a•k h I m
to have a clga r
IYlth you. As be
reacbPa out for
one the clga r• .
like a dnsh, In
Btnntly dlsnpp~a,
Into the •nae en
oI
ou t
tlrely
sight, greatly to
his surprise nn.i
astonlshmPnt. You
can heg his par
don and •tnt~ ;-o
tboui:-ht t11erP Wf're some cigars left In the
ca•e. A slight pres~ure on Rides <-f caue
causes the cigars to dlsnppear ns It bJ
magic. By ton,·hing a w!rP at hottom ol
case the cigars lnstAntly app<'nr again ln
their proper posltlc,n 10 the ca•e. As real
tohitcco is u,e,l they are Bure to d~cr•tro
any one. ft Is one of the best practlra.l
Jokes ot the season. A novelty with "hlcb
YO\I can ha ,·e lots of tun.
Price 36 cc·nts. sent l.>y parcel post, po•t
,
oald.
___c_._n"F.rrn. tGo w. e2d st.. N v

PRIZE -FIGHT
WILLARD-JOJI "
'PUZZT,E.
1!0~

k~

Four strips of ... ~rlhonril.
Pach three lnchea l.>y one
n'?!l n halt Inches, showlnsi
\\ 1llnrd nnd .Joh nson In
postures
nbsurd
rnrlous
The solution In th" puzzle
lies In qo arranging the
•trips thnt thev show \VlllnrG lo the ~ompletP plcttHP, the llPnvy Price. toe, by mall
welght champion.
postpaid, with dlrerttnns.
l,'.R&l'i & SMl'l.'11, 383 Lenox Ave.• N. Y.

Di)'

~-.

lH]BBER

TACKS.

They cowe slx In a box.
wondertul !mttMlon ot
Mad" of
, t.he real tack.
ruhher. The box In which
they come Is the ordinary
tnck box. TMs is a great
parlor entertainer and you
cnu play a lot of trkka
"ith !hP tMks. Placfl tl>etn
111 thr pnlm of your hand,
A

~!1~

Lile vt!..er hand tv~trn\h~p~~~l~~~ a;:re~
1eem as It you are committing suicide. Or
r•u can show the tacks and then put them
in your mouth nod chew them. making be·
Ueve you have swallowed them. Your friends
'l',IJJ think you are a mnglclan. Then. ngnln.
you can exhibit the tncks and then quickly
i,ush one In your check or somebody else's
heek and t!Jcy will ehrlek with fear. Ab •olutely bnrmless ancl a very practkal and
funny joke. Price, h:v mnll 10c, a box of
1lx tacks: s for 25c .. · poRtpald.
WOLI<'F Novelty Co .. 168 \V. 23d St., N. Y,
BINGO.

GRE.I.T BURGLAlt PUZZLE.

The latest nod
mos t fa8clnntln,r
puzzle ever placed
o n t h e market.
Patented May 30.
It consists of tour
revolving d I a l s,
<'RCh din\ contain·
Ing 16 ftgures, 64
figures In all. To
th:i ~a:et this:
tu rnecl around until the tlgnres in
each of the 16 col·
umns 11dclPcl t o·
cether totnt 40 The puzzle I• made on the
plan of the combination lork on thP large
Iron antes th.it open on a com ht nation of
Persons huve been known to sit
figures.
np all nlirht. so lnterestecl hnve thev be·
~ome trying to get te&!'h cnh•mn to totnl 40
In th!~ rnsclnatlng p111.zle. With the printed
key whlrh we •end with each puzzle the fig·
ures can he A!'t In n few minutes 10 as to
totn• 40 In en!'h t•olnmn

:ir:1~

p.,.,,."

n.

1'i rf'nt~: tr"lflP<l, • poqtpA1f1.
F. LANG, lftl~ c .. ntr~ St .. Il'klyn, 'ri- Y.

TTJll: A ,rrql':'\fl':"-'T WT! "'F.T,
'l"hl• h n n d q

o me
wheel, 7¾, Inches In
circumference, contains conc-ealed n11w·
hers from O to 100.
By Rplonlng th e
wheel fr~m the ceuterpost the numbers
revolve rapldly, but
only one appears at
the circular Jpen·
lug w ll en w bee I
stops spinning. It
can be made to stop
lnstnntly by pressing the re,:ulator at side.
You can guess or bet on the numl>er that
will appear, the one gcttlnr the highest
number winning. You might get 0, 5 or
100 Price, 15 cents: s tor to cents, mnll•d.
l)OStpi.tcl.
(), B11:HR, t,o W. IZd Street, N, Y,

GOOD LUCK GUN FOB.
The teal western article
carried by the cowboys. It
i~ made of fine leather
with a highly nickeled
buckle. The bolster contains a metal gun, of the
mme pattern ns tho5e used
by all the most famous
scouts. Anv hoy wer\rinii:
one of these fobs will !lttract attention. It will
give him an air of western
romance. The prettiest
imrl most serviceable watch
fob ever made. Send for
one to-day. Price 20 cents
,-,~~1, hv T""lail nostnaid.

It ts a little metal IJox. It looks ver:,
Innocent, llut ls supplied with nu Ingenious
mechanism whlcll shoots off a harmless
cap when It Is opened. You can have more
H.F. LANG. 1815 Centre St •• B'klJ'n. N. Y,
fun tllan a circus with this new trick.
Pince the BINGO tu or under :n;y other
nrtlcle
the
when
off
go
article and it will
THlll TA.NTA.L.lZER POZZLE.
Is opened or removecl. It can be \Jsed as a
Consists of one borl•
funny joke by l>eiug placed In a purse,
zontal nod one pe1·pendlc·
cigarette box, or between tile leaves of a
ular piece of highly pol·
magazine; also, under any movallle article,
lsbed metnl lieut In such
such as a uook, tray, dish, etc. Tile BINGO
a manner that wheu nscan also be used as a burglar alarm, ns n
,etnolea it seems utterly Impossible lo get
theft preve1Jter hy being placed in n
lhem apart, but by following tlle direction,
drawer, money till. or under a door or
It Is very easily accompllsht1d. This one Is
window or under any article tbat would
a nraln twister. Price 1oe, by mall, post·
be moved or dlstu..t,erl should a tbett !.>fl
paid. with directions.
attemptecl. Prier, 15c. each by mall. postpnld
O, BEHR. 150 W, 62d St,. New York City.
Frank Smith, 383 Lenox Ave,, Ne.-. York.
BLACK-EYl!l JOKE.

SNAP.PEJt CIGAR.

The real thing for the c!gar grafter. H
l'he
New and amnslng joker.
Hti
you smok!! you must have met h'm
victim II to!(! tc hold the tube
sees n few choice clgnrs In your pocket
close to his eJrQ , o as to exclude
for
you
asking
al>out
bones
no
makes
nnd
nil ll~ht trem the ltaclc, a.nd then
one. You are nll prepared for him this
to remov-e the tube untl1 plcrures
time. How? '.l.'nke one ot these cigars snapappear in the center. In trying
pers (whlch Is so much like n real cigar
to locate the pictur-e s he will receive the flneet blaott•eye you t::iver
you are liable to smoke It yourself h:v missaw. We furnish a sn1all box of
take) Bene\ the spring back towarils the
bl:tckentni; preparation with ea.ch
lighted end, aud as you otl'er the rlgar let
tube. ~o the joke can be used 1n-g-o the spring nod the Yictlm gets a ·sh1up,
de11nftely. Those not !n the trlclt
stini:-ing snop on the flui:-er~. A sure cure
will be caught every umc. Abso· 1 fnr i::rnfters
Price. h~- mall. ten cent9
Price by malt 15c, each;
!u}~~- J~~rmless.
ench, pMtpnld or thrPe tor 25e,
2
O. BEHR, 150 \V_ 6:!d St.- New York City.
0. Bl!:liR, 150 \V. 62d St,. Ne,v York CltJI'-
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~HE SMALLEST BIBLE ON EA'RTH!

Size of a postage stamp. Can you Imagine
it? Contains 200 pages; New Testament 11lustratecl. The biggest wonder of tbe TwenBoys coin money selling
tieth Century.
them. Sample 10c: per dozen, 715c. Ross H.
Kelly, 842 Batavia St., Toledo, Ohio.

OLD MONEY WANTED

$2 to $500 TMCH paid tor Hundreds of
Coins dated l>cfore 1805. Keep ALL olrl
You may have Coins worth a
Money.
Send 10c. tor New
Large Premium.
Illustrated Coin Value Book, size 4x0.
Get Posted nt Once.
CLARKE COIN CO .• Box 85, Le Roy, N. Y.

$

JAPANE8E 1\IAGTO PAPER.

~Sl

llIIJi},~
,._ nP

The lat~st, greatest and best little
~ trick perfected by
the Ingenious .Jap!.'J
anese Is called Ynkl\
. ,ff .
It consist•
Hula.
of two pncknges of
prepared
specially
paper. one a sen•l·
tlzed medium, and
the other a devel.
oping medium. Tl1e
process 1>t manufacture Is n aecret. B:r wetting a white sheet, nn,l presslr>I!' a pink sb~et
on top or It, the white sl1eet will develc,p
quaint photographic scenes, su~h as lanrlscapes of .Jnpnu, portraits of ,Tapnne•e char.
acters, picture• of peculiar hu!lrllnir~- Gods,
temples. etc. These pictures arp repltcns o!
actual pbotogro ph~, nnd print up In a henn·
tlful septn brown color. Totenselv lutereo'.t,
Ing for both olrl encl young. Price. 12e,
p.-r pnckn !!P, hy malt, postpaid.
WOLFF Novf'lty Oo .. 168 W. 23d St .. N. Y.

?~
.,
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B~CINO BIRD.
It measures m o re
thnn four Inches .rom
tip to tip of win&•,
and will balance per·
tectly on tbe tip of
your finger nail, on
t!Je point ot a lead
pencil, o r o n an 7
po I u t e d Instrument.
only tbe tip of tbe bill
restlnii on the nail or
oencll point, the wbole
body of the otrd being suspencled in the
air with nothlnc to rest on. It will 001
fall ott unless shaken off. A great novelt7,
Wonderful, amusing and tustroctl'l'e.
Price 10 cents, malled postpaid.
'.rllJll

o.... 168 w.

WOLFF NoYeltr

23rl St .• N. Y.

ADAM'S TEASER PUZZLE.
This ls a nut cracker. The wa.v to do ft
Is as follows: '!'urn the top of the two
small loops toward you, taking bold of the
two lnrge loops with each band. Hold ftrm
the loop belcl with thE' left bane\ and pull tbe
other toward the right, noel at the same time
tmpnrt a twisting motion away from you.
You can get the rest of the directions with
the puzzle. Price 12 cents each, by mall,
postpaid.
Wolff No.-elt;v Co., 168 W. 23d St,. N. Y.
DICE BL'LLET.

T h 1 s Bullet
and contents
w 111 all'.ord
• •
you lots of
"game." Not,
however, the
kind of game
(.'
'
usually •·got"
with bullets.
IllustraI The
tion may suggest the idea. This little novelty consists
of n real shell titted with a hollow "bullet,"
and contains two small bone dice. This
WIJJ make a very acceptable glft to any of
your soldier friends. Each 15 cents, by mail
'
postpaid.
,•

~
• ·•

l~l\il

-=~J

~ !~

C. BEHR, 150 W. 62d St., New York City.
AUTOl\lOUILE l'UZZLE.

This little steel
puzzle ls one
of the most
perplexjng

o n

the market,
ancl yet when
you mastl'r it
a child could
do it. It me11sur0s l¾ by 4 lnch<'s. Tb<1 trick is to spell
out w()rrls ns inrlicnterl on the cut. Price
15 cents each, hv mail, po, tpaid.
Wollf Novelty Ce., 168 ". 23d St., N. Y.

TWO-OARD MONTS.
Tills tamous trick i:cts tbem
You pick up a card and
nil.
when you look at It you 11nd
you haven't got tile card you
,
1
t.lloui:ht you bad.
11
..
Price 100, by man, postpaid.
•
WOLl"F Novelty Co., 168 W. 2Sd IU .. N. Y.
IIA.010 PENCILS.

Tbe .w orking or this trick ls verr eas1,
most startling aud mystifying. G ve the
case nud three pencils to any one In your
audience with luatructlou• to place any
pencil In the case potnt upward and to
close cnse and put the remaining t\\ o penYon now take the
cils In his pocket.
case with the pencil In It and can tell
what color It Is. Directions how to worlr
•.h~ trick with each set.
Price ~ cts. each by mall. postpnld.
Wolff' Novelty Co., 168 W. 23rl St., N. 'f,
THE HELLO P UZZLE

•

.

Can you g-et the ring ollT
Thia puzzle la the lateat ere•
&tlon ol' Yankee ln~enuity.
Apparently it la the eaaleat
thine in the world to remevc,

THE KAZOO,
Made In t.lle e,:act sllupe of a sub\1-ith this comlcul lltlle
marine.
lustrument you can &Ive a bride
aud groom one of the finest seren.a.des tbey ever received. Or, If you
wish to use It as a ventriloquist,
you will so completely chan11:e your
voice that your best friend will not
recognize It. Price, 120, by mall.
postpaid.
WOLJfF Novelty Co., 188 W. 23d St,, N. Y,
HAGIO LINK PUZZLE.
A number of
The
rings.

0000

scheme ls to
llnk them to·
i;ether just exacuy t.ue same wa.i, wui;lclaus link their
hoops. It looks dead easy. But wt defy
anybody to do It unless they know the
aecret. Price 10c, by mall, postpaid.
WOLFF Novelty Co., 168 W. 2Sd lit., N. Y,

TBE LUNG TEST.J,at.

We hllve here one ot
the greatest lltle noveltles ever produced.
with tbls lustrument
absolutely
can
you
test the strength of
your :ungs. It has an
ln.llcator which clearly shows you tile uumber of pounds you can
Lots ot tun
blow.
lungs.
your
testing
Gt.t one and see Wllal
a good blower you are.
lGc, by mall.
Price

the ring- from the block, but
take• hour• ot 1tudy te .

it

dlacever the trick, unleaa yeu knew how it 11
•one. Price by mall, poatpatd, 10c.; S tor 25e.
H. F. LA.NG, 1815 Ce'ltre St., B'klyo, N, Y.

NUT A.ND UOLT l'OZZLE,
A very Ingenious puzzle,
conslatJ.ng of a DUt &Dd
bolt with a ring fastened
•
·
on the shank, which call·
uot be removed unless the
•
nut ls removed 'l'he q uestlon Is how to remove the nut. Price, Ulc, oy mall, postpaid.
FRANK 81\IITH, 88S Lenox Ave., ~ -. l!.

())&

postpaid.

FBA.NX 811RTH. ass Lenox A.Ye., N. Y.

DIITA.TIO.N CUT FINO.EK.
A cardboard 11nrer.
~~

bandaged
carefnl!J
with linen, and the
•Ide and e n d a r •
tlood-stalned. When
you slip It on your
finger and show It to
:vour trlends, just give
a groan or two, nurse It up, and pull a look
ot pain. You will get nothing but &Jm·
patpy until you &'Ive them the laugh. Then
duck I Prtco lie. each, postpaid.
Wolff' No·ult;r Co., 188 W. 23d St., N. Y.

THE

WAR FOUNTAIN

•

PEN.

very handsome fountain pen case
to which Is attached a pocket holder
ueatly made ot metal and hlghlJ
nickel-plated. When your friend ,d•·
sires tile use of your pen and gets lt. ·
he Is very much astoulshed when h e
r cmo,•es the cap by the s;idden an 4
loud noise of the explosion that occurs. and yet a little paper cap doed.•
It all. PrlcG, S6c, by mall, postpal
A

l • ltANK SJ\llTH. 383 Lenox Ave.

..

N. Y,

JITNEY BUS GAME.
A circular metal hos

~laauni p.iari!;;
~~:
Jlxed at one side and a
llttll1
traveling
1oose
b' ord. It requires an expert to get the swiftly
.
moving auto Into the
i;arai;e. This one irraba
your Interest, bolds It.
and almost makes JOU
t1•1ld ,, u~u you 11nd after repeated trlala
the trick. Price Uc,
do
to
ls
It
bow hard
by mall, postpaid.

1!

0

WOLFF Novelty Co,, 161 W. 2Sd St., N, 'I',

ROUGH RIDER DXSO PISTOL,

' .Made o! nicely colored wood 6½ l.llchea
long. The power 1,
turulsbed by, rubber
bands. Ten disca of
c·urdboard with each
pistol. Price. 6c. eacn,
by mall, oostpald.
WOLFF No-.elt:r Co .• 168 W. 23., St., N. Y,

~BB RUBBER DA.OGER.

On account ot the ..-ar we have
aubatltuted this novelty for the
Mairlc Dagger. It Is eight Inches In
length, made to look exactly like a
steel weapon and would deceive almost any body at whom you might
thrust It. But as the blade ls made
of rubber, It can do no lnjur7.
Price U5o, by mall, postpaid.
II.

:r.

LA.NG,

l&lli

Centre

Street,

l!re•kl711, New York.

FORTUNE TELLING OARDS,
The most comical fortune telllnir carda
e-rer issued. Every ,one a joke that will
arouse screams or laughter. They are shuttl ed , and one Is drn-r.n-red ·tor ladles, whltr
tor gentlemen. On the drawn card Is a
mirth-provoking picture, and a few wordN
reveallna- your fortune. Price lie,. sent b,r
mall. postpaid.
C. BEHR, 150 W. 62d" Street, N, Y,

READ THIS ONE!

"MovinU Picture Stories"

I

A WEEKLY MAGAZINE DEVOTED TO PHOTOPLAYS AND PLAYERS

PRICE 6c PER COPY
_...
...._
PRICE 6c PER COPY
THE BEST FILM MAGAZINE ON EARTH
ENJOY YOURSELF!
l
Performers
Prominent
of
Portraits
Magnificent Colored Cover
OUT EVERY FRIDAY
32 PAGES OF READING

BUY A COPY!

BACR NUMBER CONTAINS

New Porti..fts and Biographies of Acton and Actresses

Six Stories lftf the Best Films on the Screena
Elegant Half-tone Scenes from the Plays
Interesting Articles About Prominent l'eo pl.e in the Films
Doings of. Actors and Actressea in the Studios and while Picture-making
Lessons in Scenario Writinc, and names of. Companies who buy your plays
Poems, Jokes, and eTery bright Feature of Interest in Making Moving Pictures
THIS LITTLE MAGAZINE GIVES YOU MORE FOR YOUR MONEY THAN ANY OTHER SIMILAR PUBLICATION ON THE MARKET!
can procure; its profuse illustrations are exquisite, and its special artimoney
that
best
very
the
are
authors
Its
cles are by the greatest experts in their particular line.
1
No amount of money is being spared to make this publication the very best of its kind in the world.
Buy a copy NOW from your newsdealer, or send us 6 cents in money or postage-stamps, and we will mail you
any number you desire

HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher, 166 West 23d Street, New York City
I

WILD

WEST

-LATEST ISSUES-

WEEKLY

782 Young Wild West Among the Blackfeet; or, Arletta as a

783
768 Young Wild West's Winning Streak; or, A Straight Trail to
'rombstonc.
784
760 Young Wild West's .Lightning Lariat; or, Arletta and the
Road Agents.
770 Yonng \\"lid West's Red-Hot Ride; or, Pursued hy the
785
CorJanches.
771 Young Wild West and the Blazed Trail; or. Arletta as a
786
!<rout.
772 Yonn~ Wild West's Four of a Ktnd: or, A Curtoua Com·
787
hf nation.
773 Yo11ng Wild West Caught by the Crooks; or, Arletta On
788
Hanel.
i74 Ynun g ·w1 Id West and the Ten Terrors; or. The Doom of
789
Dashing Dan.
775 Y n1rng Wllcl West's Barrel of "Dust"; or, Arletta' s Chance
700
Shot.
776 Yonng Wild West's Triple Claim; or, Simple Sam, the "Sun791
downer."
777 Young Wild West's Curious Compact; or, Arletta As An
79~
Avenger.
778 Yonng Wild West's Wampum Belt; or, Under the Ban of the
793
tfeR.
770 Young Wild West and the Rio Grande Rustlers; or, The
794
Rrandlng nt Buckhorn Ranch.
705
780 Young Wild West and the Line League; or, Arletta Among
the Smnl!J?lPrs.
796
781 Young Wild West's Silver Spurs; or, Fun at Fairplay Fair.
For ~ale by nll newsllealers, or will be sent 1 ·m:v a llllreH a n receipt

Ror<'er<"~~-

Yonng \Yilcl West On the Yellowstone; or. The Secret of the
1
IJ!d1len Cnve.
Yo11ng Wild West's Deadly Alm; or, Arletta's Greutest
Danger
Young Wild West at the "Jumping Off" Pince; or. Tbp
Worst Camp Tn the West.
Yn11ng Wild West and the "J\Ilxed Up" Mine; or, Ariettu a
Winner.
Young Wild West's Hundred Mlle Rnce; or, Beating a RII!
Runch.
Young Wild West Dnring the Danites; or, The Search for a
J\IlsRing Girl.
Young Wild West's Lively Time; or, The Dandy Duck of the
Digging~.
Young Wild West at Ilold-up Canyon; or, .A.rietta's Great
Victory.
Young Wlld West's S(]uare Deal; or, ll[aklng. the "Rael" ;\lrn
Good,
Young Wild West Cowing the Cowboys; or, Arietta and the
Prairie Fire.
Young Wild West and Navajo Ned; or, The Ilunt ror the
Half-Rrcecl Hermit
Young Wlld West's Virgin VP!n; or, Arletta ancl the Can,-Tn.
Young Wlld West's Cowboy Champions; or, The Trlp to Kansas C!t:v.
Young Wlld West's Even Chance; or. Arletta's Presence ot
l\Ilnd.
of price, 6 cents. per copy. In money or postage ~tamps. hy

166 West 23d St., N. Y.

HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher,

IF YOU WANT ANY BACK NUMBERS
of these weeklies and cannot procure them from newsdeale,:s, they can be obtained from the publishers direct. Write out
and fill in your Order and send it with the price of the weeklies you want, and the weeklies will be sent to you by return
mail. POSTAGE STAMPS TAKEN THE SAME AS MONEY.

OUR

TEN-CENT

•

HAND

No. 1'. HOW T O MAKE CANDY.- A complete hand-book tor making ull kinds of
ot human destiny; also the true meaning ot candy, ice-cream, ayrups, es-sences, etc., etc.
No. 18. HOW T O BECOME BEAUTIFUL.
almost any klnd of dreams, together with
clrnrius, ceremonies, and curious games of -One ot the brig htest and most valuable
little book1 ever g h·en to the world. Everyca).~~- z. HOW TO DO TRICKS.-The great body wlshea to know how to b ecome beautl1,ook of magic and card tricks, containing tuI. both male and female. The secret ls
f ,u instruction on all the leading car~ tricks simple, and almost costless.
No. 20. HOW TO ENTERTAIN AN EVE, r the day also tbe most popular magical
t:J usions as' performed by our leadlng mai:1- NING PARTY.-..i. complete compendium of
sports, card diversions, comlc recitagames,
d ans; every boy should obtain a copy ot
tions, etc., suitable for parlor or drawingthis book.
It contains more for
entertainment.
room
No. s. no,v TO FLIRT.-The arts and
wiles of !llrtation are fully explained by this the money than any book published.
AND FISH.-Tbe
HUNT
O
T
HOW
21.
No.
little book. Besides the various methods of
hnndkercbief, fan, glove, parasol, window most complete hunting and fishing guide
full instructions
contains
It
published,
eTer
nnd hat flirtation , It contains a full list ot
about guns, bunting dogsh traps, trapping
the language and sentiment of flowers.
description of
wit
ether
tog
fishing,
and
No. 4,i. now TO DANCE Is the title of
this little book. It contains full Instructions game and fish.
SIGHT.SECOND
DO
TO
HOW
22.
No.
In the art of dancing, etiquette In the ballby his tor·
room and at parties, how to dress, and ful! Heller's second 1lght explained
Ex!1)alning
Jr.
Hunt,
Fred
assistant
mer
directions for calling otr In all populu bow the secret dialogues were carried on besquare dances.
tween the ma.-lcian and the bov on the
No. 5. HOW TO JIIAKE LOVE.-A com·
signals.
plete guide to Jove, co urtship and marriage, stage; also glnng all the codes an·d
No. 23, HOW TO EXPLAIN DREAlll!!.giving sensible advice, rules and etiquette to
to all
explanation
the
gl.Te1
book
little
Tbls
he obse rved , w ith many curious and Interestkinds ot dreams, t.osether with lucky and
ing. tilin g s not gene rally 1mown.
days.
unlucky
No. 6. HOW TO BECOME AN ATHLETE.
No, 24, HOW T 6 WRITE LETTERS TO
-Giving full instruction f or the use of GENTLEJ\IEN.-Conta!nlng
Instructions
dumbbell s, Indian clubs, para ll el bars, horl- for writing to &entlemen onfull
all subjects.
zonteJ bars and vari ous other methodR of
A
BECOME
TO
HOW
25.
No.
develo plug a g ood, henlthy mu sc:e ; contain- -Containing full ln1tructions forGYllINAST.
all kinds
.
Ing over sixty illustrations.
of gymnastic aports and athletic exercises.
No. 7. HOW TO KEEP BIRDS.-Hand· Embracing thlrt7-five Illustrations. By Prosorcelv illu s trated and containing full In- fessor W. Macdonald.
structions f o r the management and tralnlnl:'
BOW TO ROW, SAIL AND
No, 26.
of the canary, mockingbird, bobolink, black- BUILD A BOAT -Fully Illustrated. Full
bird, paro(] uet, parrot, etc.
Instructions are itlnn In this little book, toNo 9 ., ROW TO BECOME A VENTRILO- gether with ln•truetions on swimming and
QUIST.'._By Harry Kennedy. E..-ery intel!l· riding, companion sports to boating.
geut hov rending this book of instru~tlons
No. n. HOW TO RECITE AND BOOK
can master the art, and create any amount OF RECIT A.T ION8.-Contalnlnj1' the most
of tun for himse-lt and friends . It ls the popular selection s In nae, comprising Dutch
greatest book ever published.
dialect, French dialect, Ya nkee and Irish diaNo 10. HOW TO BOX.-Tbe art of self· lect pieces, to&ether with many standard
defense made easy. Containing over thirty rea dlngs.
musfrat!ons ot guards, blows, and the dltrerNo. 28. H OW T O TELL FORTUNES en t position of a good boJ<er. Every boy ETeryone Is deelr oua Qf knowing what bl•
should obtain one ot these useful and In· future life will b rin g forth, whether happlstructlve books, as it will teach you how to ne-ss or misery, wealth or poverty. You caa
box without an lnstru<1.tol'.
tell by a glance at th1a llttle book. Buy one
No. 11. HOW TO WRITE LOVE·LET- and be conTtnced.
contain·
book,
little
No. 29. HOW T O BECO:l[E AN INVENTERS.-A most complete
Ing full dlrectlon,s tor writing love-letters, TOR.-Every boy should know how Invenletspecimen
givtng
tions orli:lnated. This book explains them
nnd when to use' them.
all, giving examples In electricity, hydraulics.
ters for young and old.
No. 12. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO magnetism, optics, pneumatics, mechanics,
LADIES.-Glvlng complete Instructions tor etc.
writing letters to ladles on all subjects; also
No. SO. HOW TO COOK.-One of the most
Instructive books on cooking e'<'er published.
letters ot introduction, notes and re(]u<:sts.
No. 13. ROW TO DO IT; OR, BOOK OF It rontalns recipes for cooking m<>at.B, fish,
ETIQUETTE.-It is a great life secret and game, and oysters; also nies, puddings,
one that eYN:V young m11n desires to know ~nk~s and nil klncls of paatry, and a grand
'
enlleet inn of reclpef\.
a ll nhnul. There's happiness in it.
For ~ale _by all newsdealers, or will be seut to any ad<.lress on receipt of price, 10c. per copy,
No. 1. NAPOLEON'S ORA.CULUM AND
DBEA.~I nOOK.-Contalnlng the great oracle

FRAN K TOIT8P.Y, .l'ubhsher,

No. SI.

BOOKS
HOW TO BECOME A SPEAK-

ER.-Containlng fourteen Illustrations, giving the different positions requisite to he·
corue a good speaker, retl<ler and elocutlorllst.
Also containing gems from all the popular
authors of prose and poetry.
No. 32.

HOW TO R I DE A BICYCL E.-

Containing Instructions tor beginners, choice
machine, hints on training, etc. A
complete book. Full ot practical lllustra·
tlons.
No. 85. HOW TO PLAY GAlllES.-A com•
plete and useful little book, containing the
rules and regulations of blll!ards, bngatell~.
backgammon, croquet, dominoes, etc.

of a

No. SG.

HOW TO SOLVE CO!\7JNDRUl\lS

or

-Containing all the lenrling eonundrums
the do:v, amusing rid,lles, curious catches
aud witty sayings.
No. 38,

HOW TO F.ECOJ(E YOUR OWN

DOCTOR.-A wonderful IJook, containing
useful nnd practical lntomiation In the treatment of ordinary disease~ and ailments common to every family. Abouncllug In useful
and effective recipes for general complaints.
No. 39. HOW TO RAISE DOGS, POULTRY, PIGEONS AND RABBITS.-A useful

and Instructive book. llaudsomely illustrated.
HOW TO IIL.\KE AXD SET
No. 40.
TRAPS,-Includlng hints on how to cateh

moles, wensels, otter, rats, squirrels nnd
birds. Also how to cure skins. Copiously
illustrated.
No, 41. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK END
ll[EN'S JOKE BOOK.-Conta!nlng a grpnr

variety of the latest joke-,i used b~· the most
famous end men. No amateur minstrels is
· complete without this wonderful little l,ook.
No, 42. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK
STUMP SPEAKEii.- Contalning a varie(] as-

sortment of stump speeches, Negro, Dutch
and Irish. Also end men's jokes. Just the
thing !or home amusement and amateur
shows.
No. 43. HOW TO BECOJ\IB A IIIAGICIAN.
-Containing the grandest assortment of'
magl<"al illusions ever placed before the
public. Also tricks with cards, incantation•.
etc.
No. 44. HOW TO WRITE IN AN ALHU)I.-A grand collection of Alhum VersPs

suitable for any time antl occasion, embracing Lines of Love, Affection, Sentiment, Hnmor, Respect_ and Condolence, also VPr~e!<
Suitable for valentines and Weddings.

No. 45. TJTE B OYS OF NEW YORK -:lfTNSTREL GUIJ)E AND JOKE BOOK -Some-

thing new nn1l very ln•tructive. E,;er,lj h!'y
~l10nld obtain tbis book, as It contains f11ll
Instructions for organizing an nmatP11r min·
strel troune.
or 3 for 25c., In money or postage stamps, bp
161! Wei;t :.!~o :::,L .. ,\. l'. •

